CLAS '14
a success
B Y M EGAN LASHER
News Editor
To celebrate the presence of
Liberal Arts and Sciences on
campus and throughout the
world, the College held a daylong Colby Liberal Arts Symposium (CLAS) on Thurs. May
1. Classes were canceled for the
day to allow the entire student
body a chance to attend as much
of the symposium as possible.
The event featured performances, presentations, posters and
speeches from students and professors across all departments as
a celebration of the wide range of
academia at the College.
The event began with a prelude
to the day called "First CLAS,"
which took place in the Art Museum on Wed., April 30. The night
featured performances from a capella groups, chorale, the Theater
and Dance department one-act
groups and other talented students. The Museum also opened
its photograp hy lab for onlookers
to see the process throug h which
students create their photos.
CLAS itself featured two long
segments of poster sessions in
the Parker-Reed room , wherein
students from departments such
as Psychology and Mathematics
presented written work. There
were separate morning and afternoon sessions of the poster
showings, which overlapped
with various student presentations , which took place in Diamond and Lovejoy buildings.
Among the list of interesting
presentation topics were "Is that

Cake Moist?" by Katherine MacNamee '14, "An Insight into and
Presentation of Radio Documentaries" by Sara Kaplan '16 and
"Women and Black Power" by
Anna Hess ' 14. Like the poster sessions, the presentations were split
into morning and afternoon segments, allowing for a spread out
schedule for students to attend a
multitude of events.
.
In the break' between the
morning and afternoon sessions,
attendees were invited to the Phi
Beta Kappa Student Speech Contest. Alexa Busser '17, Step hen
Carroll '14. Brett Ewer '14. Lil-

lian Holland '15, Oman Matthew
'14 and Areeb Mahamadi '17 all
gave speeches addressing the
topic: What is the place of the
liberal arts and sciences in the
21st century?"
The contestants spoke in similar praise of the opportunities
liberal arts colleges present to
their students. The overall message of the event was clear: as
aspiring leaders , it is crucial that
the upcoming generation be educated in a wide range of topics
to achieve a well-rounded education and be prepared for any
given career path.

Members of Phi Beta Kappa
were given remotes that allowed
them to rank each speech from
1-10, and the votes were tallied
quickl y so that the results could
be announced before the afternoon sessions commenced.
Harriet S. Wiswell and George
C. Wiswell Jr. Associate Professor of American Constitutional
Law Joseph Reisert hosted the
event and announced the results.
He congratulated Ewer and Holland for tying for third p lace,
then announced Mahamadi as
the runner up and Matthew as
the overall winner. The contes-

tants who placed will all receive
cash prices along with the prestige of winning the competition.
Matthew 's speaking skills will be
put to good use once again when
he delivers the student speech as
Class Speaker at this year's Class
of 2014 Commencement.
The day also included events
such as "CLASsy Dessert" with a
notably large amount of ice cream
in an inflatable pool inside of
Diamond. The day commenced
with "Top of the CLAS," which
included some hig hlig ht presentations and closing remarks from
President Adams.

Boylan to become writer-in- Students recognis ed at
residence at Barnard College annual awards ceremony
B Y J ULIANNA HAUBNER
Co-Editor-in-Chief
On Thurs. May 1, Professor of
English Jennifer Finney Boylan
announced that she would be ending her 25-year career at the College and accepting a new position
at Barnard College in New York.
The beloved educator, well-loved
writer and celebrated LGTBQ activist will become Barnard's first
Anna Quindlen Writer-in-Residence, a title that will belong to
her beginning next year.
After attending Wesleyan University as an undergraduate and
completing graduate work at
Johns Hoplcins University, Boylan
first came to the College in 1988.
Since then , she has led the English
department as co-chair and the
director of the Creative Writing
Program. A champion of student
work, she has taught courses including Fiction Writing I, Fiction
Writing II, Imaginative Writing
and Advanced Studies in Prose.
She also helped to create the
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Visiting Writers Colloquium , a
one-credit course that began this
year as a way to give students the
chance to read visiting writers'
work and meet with them to ask
questions or share their thoughts.
In addition to her academic responsibilities, Boylan has made
an impact off of Mayflower Hill
as the recentl y-named national
co-chair of GLAAD and as the
author of over a dozen books and
multiple opinion pieces for The
New York Times.
According to a statement released by Barnard last week,
Boylan's role in New York will
consist of "teach[ing] two creative
writing courses each year, while
also engaging with Barnard stu dents and faculty in various capacities that will support and enhance
the Colleges legacy of cultivating
talented young writers."

asm and passion for creative writing at the College. A more in-dep th
tribute to Boylan 's outstanding
contributions to the College will be
featured in our 2014 "Last Words "
Graduation Issue, to be printed during Commencement Week.

To honor Professor Boylan, the
Echo has re-printed an article in
the A&E section that our staff felt
best exemplified Boylan's enthusi-
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BY CHRISTINA DONG
Asst. News Editor
Students, faculty and community members gathered in
Lorimer Chap el on Monday,
May 5 for the sixth Annual
Colby Awards Program. The
program recognizes exemplary
student achievement and integrity demonstrated over the past
academic year.
In his opening remarks , President William "Bro" Adams emphasized the importance of the
year-end event. "To see all of
this excellence and energy come
together in one day [creates] a
wholl y new and wonderfull y
strong impression" of the College's students and celebrates
"how many extraordinary things
students do," he said.
The program culminated with
Adams presentation of the 2014
Condon Medal to Justin Owumi
" 14, who received a standing
ovation and a surprise visit from
his mom.
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Dean of Student Life Jim Terhune began the presentation of
awards by recognizing students
who received notable awards
earlier in the year. He hig hlig hted the start-up funds awarded
to Cristian Garcia '16 and Jonathan Sommer ' 14 at the fourth
annual Colb y Entrepreneurial
Alliance Spring Business Competition on April 26 , as well as
the Martin Luther King Colby
Coll ge "Drum Major for Justice
Award given to Gift Ntuli '14 in
January for his work providing
solar lig hting to families in ru
ral Zimbabwe. Terhune also recognized the Davis Projects for
Peace Grant awarded to Mackenzie Kenned y ' 16, Sara LoTemplio ' 16, Catherine McClure ' 16
and Hannah Twombly '16.
Terhune
proceeded
with
the announcement of the first
awards , the Division of Student
cont 'd on Condon Medal, p. 2
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An investigation:
Sodexo-emp loyee
relations
B Y L UCAS K ILLCOYNE
Staff Writer
Recently, a well-liked College
employee who requested to not
be named left her position with
Sodexo. voicing her concerns
about the food service giant 's
management staft 's priorities
and responsiveness.
Over the
years that she worked for Sodexo
at the College, she often acted
above and beyond the parameters of her job description, arriving to work an hour earl y in order to prepare for the day. as well
as bringing in her own p latters
and other equipment that hel ped
her to do her job. Althoug h she
did not clock in for these hours ,
and even worked throug h her
breaks on a consistent basis , Sodexo management reprimanded
her for acting outside the guide
tines of her position.
Despite these issues, the situa
tion between her and her superi
ors did not come to a head until
Sodexo transferred her from her
original position to a role in another d i n i n g hali She credits her
transfer to the concerns thai she
broug ht to management about
;t LD worker s inconsistent c«
heteiue 10 cross-contamination
rules . W h i l e admitting u> being
,i hit ot a stickler with regard to
lier workspace and the regula
lions that were put in place, she
m a i m a i n s that her c o m m i t m e n t
to providing the best possible ser
vice to the students motivated her
actions
U pon her transfer , she
was told that she was "too comJorlable i7i her yob. and was asked
to keep the details ol her transfer
from students as well as her coworkers. Shortl y after she left the
College , she professed that "had
management fixed the issues that
1 had. I would still be there." She
also contests the notion that she
had grow n too comfortable in her
job, citing her rising stress levels
which she attributed to the lack of
adequate support that she felt she
had received while working as a
Sodexo emp loyee.
F o r t u n a t e l y, her e x p e r i e n c e
w o r k i n g for Sodexo at the College is not a universal one. In
fact , one emp loyee interviewed
said that she felt that the man
agerial staff did all that they
could to accommodate their
staff , s t a t i n g , "I' ve never found
any f a v o r i t i s m , in fact I ' ve found
that the m a n a g e r s are more t h a n
w i l t i n g to bend over backward
to hel p settle any issue emp loy
ees may have."
Until recentl y, entry-level Sodexo workers were paid the m i n i
mum wage of $7 50/hr. However ,
this past year that number raised
to $8.50 , with another increase to
$.9 00 in the offing. The above
mentioned emp loyee , who also
asked to remain anonymous , ex
p lained that , "This year has made
a major difference because at least
[the dollar raise] has given you a
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bit more worthiness that you are
worth more being at Colby and
it is a step above Walmart or McDonalds " She adds that were she
to feel dissatisfied with her level
of compensation, there would be
recourse for her to bring her concern to the tabic. "1/ I felt that I
was worth say, SlGVhr, I would
make an appointment to discuss
it, but I signed my contract and
I'm fine with going with the flow
like everyone else and accepting
the terms of that contract." In
addition to the increases in base
pay, which is not letroactivel y
added to current personnel 's pay,
emp loyees receive a yearl y raise
in the neig hborhood of 5-10%
as compensation for having met
certain performance goals. However, such a static rate of increase
leaves little incentive for emp loyees to go above and beyond, especiall y for part-time emp loyees
who don 't plan on remaining in
Sodexo 's emp loy for an extended
period of time.
She also expressed concern with
the lack of health coverage for part
time emp loyees such as herself.
Under the Affordable Care Act ,
an emp loyee must have worked 30
hours a week over a full twelvemonth period , rather than takin g
the average from months spent
w o r k i n g For an institution such
as Colby, which onl y operates at
full capacity tor nine m o n t h s out
of the year , this reclassification of
part and full time workers is si gnificant. "When you 're part-time.
you don ' t get a personal day, you
don 't get a sick day, you don ' t get
insurance ,' she slated The employee interviewed exp lained thai
her part-time work al the College
allowed her the flexibility to take
care ot her mother. The break
down of full-time to p a r t - t i m e
Sodexo emp loyees is around 8020 , meaning that while most are
still covered , part time workers
still represent a si/eable portion
of the staff.
However , Larry
Llewell yn ,
the Director of D i n i n g Services
for the College , asserts that Sodexo has every reason to want
to reclassif y its emp loyees as
full-time rather than p a r t - t i m e ,
owing to the fact that full time
emp loyees are easier to hold
onto. Llewell yn f u r t h e r Included that , "We do a lot of s u m m e r
camps around Maine, and offer
emp loyees work at those camps
so that they ean m a i n t a i n their
wages and benefits and housing d u r i n g the s u m m e r m o n t h s . "
He also mentioned that they did
their best to schedule staff who
L O U M potentiall y fall into either
category for as many h o u r s as
possible , e xp a n d i n g their roles if
necessary, in order to hel p t h e m
keep t h e i r f u l l - t i m e status. As a
final point. Llewellyn explained
Sodexo 's educational assistance
program , a c c o r d i n g to whieh So
dexo will reimburse employees
who pay for a class and receive a
grade of at least a C.
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Ju stin Owumi '14 awarded
presti gious Condon Medal
coiit il f r o m Awards , p I
Affairs Awards Kell y Ling 14
and Elliot M a r s i n g ' 14 t h e n
took the p o d i u m to present
the Senior CI ass Awards. The
Class of 2014 selected award recipients, i n c l u d i n g t h e Charles
Bassett Teaching Award given
to Professor of G o v e r n m e n t
Gui la in D e n o e u x. t h e Colb y
Service Award presented to
President Adams , and O m a n
Matthew
14s n o m i n a t i o n as
senior class speaker. SGA copresidents Wayne K i m 14 and
Cole Yaverbaum ' 14 , along w i t h
other s t u d e n t leaders , followed
up with the Student O r g a n i z a tion Awards , i n c l u d i n g the SGA
Progressive Leadership Award
given to Hiya Islam ' 15 for her
heig htened awareness of hum a n i t a r i a n issues and m a r g i n alized groups in society.
The m a j o r i t y of the Colb y
Awards Program was devoted to
the Academic and D e p a r t m e n
tal Awards presented b y Vice
President tor Academic Affairs f o r i K l e t z e r and a faculty
member from each d e p a r t m e n t .
These r e c o g n i t i o n s included Pi
Sigma Al p ha members from the
Class of 2014 and Class of 2015 ,
as well as Oak H u m a n Rig hts
Champion Katharine Lindquist
'14 and Senior Scholar Kristen
Starkowski 14. The Oak Hu
man Rig hts Award is given to a
senior who has shown wisdom
and courage in p r o m o t i n g hu
man rig hts both abroad and in
the local c o m m u n i t y . Senior
Scholars is an h o n o r s program
p r o v i d i n g the o p p o r t u n i t y for
seniors u n d e r t a k e a major project of choice u n d e r the guid
ance of a f a c u l t y member.
After
the
departmental
awards p r e s e n t a t i o n , Klezter
t u r n e d to t h e acknowled g m e n t
of national award recipients ,
b e g i n n i n g w i t h Phi Beta Kappa

inductees . Phi Beta Kappa eel
ebrates excellence in the liberal
arts and sciences , and t h e Beta
Chapter of the College a n n u all y recognizes j u n i o r s and seniors for t h e i r scholastic per
formance b y electing t h e m to
m e m b e r s h i p Four j u n i o r s and
48 seniors were i n d u c t e d on
Monday. Maeve McGovern ' 14
received the a F u l b n g ht Grant
to s t u d y in Norway, w h i l e Sara
George ' l 5 received a Barry
Goldwater Scholarship for the
pursuit of a career in m a t h e matics , science or eng i n e e r i n g .
After Terhune 's a n n o u n c e ment of the Student
Life
Awards , Adams took t h e stage
to present the recipient of the
2014 Condon Medal , the most
prestigious award of the event.
F.stablished in 1920. the gift
of Randall |. Condon , Class of
1886, is awarded to a senior
who has exhibited "t h e finest
qualities of citizenship and has
made the most significant cont r i b u t i o n to the development
of College life ," Adams read. A
senior class vote chooses the
recipient who Adams will recognize again at Commencement.
Adams ,
w i t h h o l d i n g O w u m i 's
name until the end ,
first
described
the
award
recipient
as
someone whose "character is the extreme
end of education and
citizenship. " As he
went i n t o detail about
Owumi ' s academic and
athletic a c h i e v e m e n t s ,
as well as his a ffability
and leadership, heads
began t u r n i n g in his
d i r e c t i o n as O w u m i
himself began shaking
his head in stunned
s u r p r i s e and disbelief.
"The whole time
during
the [awards
p r o g r a m ] I was sitting
there not really sure

what award I was here for . As
soon as they got throug h the
student life ones , I looked at the
d e p a r t m e n t ones and was pretty
sure it w o u l d n ' t be one of those.
But then t h e y got t h r o u g h those,
too ," he said alter the ceremon y.
" And I t h o u g ht , no way. No way.
It couldn ' t be."
Adams a n n o u n c e d O w u m i 's
name to a roar of app lause.
w h i l e Owumi came forward to
formall y receive the award , inc r e d u l o u s and emotional. "As I
shook h a n d s with Bro [Adams]
and gave him a hug , I thoug ht ,
wow, t h i s is a m a z i n g , but I re
all y wish my mom could be here
rig ht now for this, " he said later.
"And then I couldn 't believe it.
There she was ," havin g traveled
from Massachusetts for complete surprise. "And then I just
lost it ," O w u m i added.
Owumi will be recognized
once again for his achievement
d u r i n g Commencement weekend , d u r i n g which Matthew .
Senior Class Speaker b y vote of
the Class of 2014 , will also deliver his speech before the College community.

Student Debate: Democrats
versus Republicans duel
BY CHRISTINA DONG
Asst. News Editor
Only standing room remained in
Diamond 122 dunng the Outside Colby
Debate on Tues.. April 29. Ihe Colby
Democrats and Colby Republicans engaged in heated discourse as the audience reacted enthusiastically to equally
strong and dubious statements made
by both. Democrats Ben Wexler-Waite
' 14 and Catherine Minahan ' 15 debated
against Republicans Chris Shorey '16
and Chloe Marmet ' 14 in response to
five questions on controversial
US. and
international policy issues.
Moderated by hmma Brown 16.
the discussion featured the topics of
money in politics, immigration reform, federal minimum wage, student
debt, and relations with the Middle
East. Each side took turns as the first
responder, and each question allowed
for initial rebuttal, followed by re-rebuttal from both sides. The debate was
hosted by Outside Colby magazine, the
student-run news magazine covering
current events and global issues far
from Watervillc. as well as political
opinion submitted by students.
Each side began with an opening
statement, introducing themselves
and establishing overall goals and
outlooks before delving into the questions. "We face an opportunity crisis,'' Minahan said, characterized byfamilies who work hard, yet struggle
to pay the bills, "We have a commitment to expanding opportunities,"
she added, addressing the American
Dream. Wexler-Waite introduced the
diverse backgrounds of the American
people, advocating against "slamming
our doors shut" to immigrants. He
added that he and Minahan are strong
supporters of marriage equality and
female health rights.
On the Republican platform,
Marmet contended that "individuals [...] are the key decision makers,
and excessive government spending
has been a blow to the national debt.
Shorey advocated for the return to the
princip les of opportunity, freedom
and cost efficiency while Marmet
added that they seek long term solutions, likeincreasingjob opportunities
instead of raising the minimum wage
Brown asked the first question.
"Are you for or against money in politics? " Ihe Republicans were first up,
with Shorey asserting the expansion
ot spending in political campaigns.
"Peop le should be able to express
their views and spend money as they
p lease," he said. Marmet added that
this increase in campaign spending
would educate voters and that she believes there should be no barriers to
free expression.
Minahan responded by pointing
out that, with the spending that Shorey and Marmet propose, it allows
for "millions of dollars to be poured
into political campaigns by just a few
people. It 's allowing the rich to let their
money talk ." Wexler-Waite added that
with this system, one person could
''

pay enough to buy over all the advertising time.
In the Republican re-rebuttal Shorey stated that campaign spending is
not silencing the opposition, and actually encourages more minorities to
speak up, Marmet added. "If you want
informed voters, allow anyone to express their opinion. Allow ads to run,"
she said.
"When someone has the influence
to buy all the ad time, that 's clearly
going to impact the election." WexlerWaite replied at the start of the Democrat re-rebuttal. Minahan added that
people only have ads as a way to hear
about the campaigns. "We are a government of many, not a government of
money." she said.
Brown then moved on to the sec ond question. "Under the Obama
Administration, [the U.S.] has deported a record number of people
over the past five years. Do you think
the immigration [enforcement] is
too strong or too weak? And what
should be done?"
"It 's wrong to slam ourdoors in their
face," Wexler-Waitebegan. Obama has
been "unwavering" in immigration reform, and it 's "getting a lot of traction."
even support from Tea Party Republicans," he continued. "I don't think we
should impose border controls. We
shouldnt slop people from creating a
better life for themselves."
Marmet raised the concern that un enforced border control allows illegal
immigrants to enter the country and
prevent legal immigrants from succeeding. In particular, the children
of illegal immigrants still attend pub
lie schools and thus benefit from the
funding from legal immigrants and
Uie taxes they pay, Shorey said.
The third question of the debate
was on each side 's opinion of raising the federal minimum wage from
$7.25 to $10.10. Shorey argued that
raising the minimum wage will result
in a loss of jobs, given than employers
will just assign more responsibility
to fewer workers. "It 's impossible to
work full time at minimum wage and
be below the poverty line," Marmet
said, explaining that part-time jobs
are the cul prit
"But..it does happen," WexlerWaite replied. "Ihere are people
working full time, still below the pov
erty line. Increasing the minimum
wage would lift 900.000 people out of
poverty." He added that many economists have agreed that it would have
no adverse effects.
Shorey and Marmet reiterated that
the problem is the shortage of fulltime employment while Minihan
pointed out that "we need to contex tualize the poverty line." Her point
that the poverty line is in fact barely
enough to support a household was
received with nods from the audience.
Brown posed the fourth question:
"Student debt [has become] a serious
concern. What plans would you pro
pose?" Minihan first contextualized
the historical value placed on education, "individuall y and nationall y." On

the other hand, Shorey said that the
U.S. should cut student loans. "We're
borrowing from ourselves," and college students, with thousands of dollars of debt, are entering a work force
where no jobs exist, he said. "Schools
raise tuition because they know the
government will pay," Shorey continued, encouraging more students to attend two-year colleges.
"You say we're borrowing f rom our
future? I say were borrowing for our
future," Minahan said, also advocating
for investment in private loans. Wexler-Waite brought up Obama's idea to
implement job training programs for
college students so that they can more
successfully enter the work force.
Ihe fifth and final question was on
the role that the United States should
lay
in the Middle East. Marmet arp
gued to not withdraw. "We need to
be there to control conflict before it
reaches us," she said. Shorey added
that U.S. national security is vital to the
prevention of terrorist group buildup.
"We have an obligation to tell the
troops why they 're going," Wexler
Waite began. "We should not send
them to war when it 's not in our strategic interest" He also advocated tor
the "rebirth of commitment to American dip lomacy " and diplomatic agreements to reduce nuclear power.
"It 's inaction to not follow up,"
Marmet said, while Shorey brought up
bipartisan agreements to send troops.
Wexler-Waite responded by referencing George W Bush's presidency: "If
the president says that Iraq certainl y
has weapons of mass destruction, of
course everyone is going to agree [to
send troops).
"Bush lied and Obama will not do
the same," Wexler-Waite said.
In the Republican closing statement Shorey asserted that "'fiveyears later, we cannot base our policy on Bush. We can 't remove troops
when there s success there. We need
to follow up on our actions." Sum
marizing other points made in the
debate, he restated the necessity to
cut back on student loans, since
recent college graduates are "not
making the money they thoug ht
they 'd make."
" Lax-payers arc paying tor benefits
for non-tax-payers ," Marmet said in
her argument against illegal immigration. "It 's an unfair burden to the legal
immigrants ," Shorey added. "And we
cannot raise the mimimum wage."
Marmet said.
'We need lo spend responsibl y for
our children." Shorey said in closing.
"Ihe Republican budget proposal
would gut the US. {and] take away
education opportunities," WexlerWaite responded.
Minihan closed by reiterating that
the troops should not remain in Iraq
and readdressing the democratic mis
sion to continue funding education
"Ihe poverty line ' is very contested,'
she reminded the audience, in refer
ence to the minimum wage argument
"It 's too low and raising the minimum
wage is vital."
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Update: Tufts & Title IX
B Y M EGAN LASHER
News&tttor
last week, the Echo ran a short segment entitled Tufts Univ.
foundjn violation of Title IX" to the "This Week in the NBSCACs"
section, which focused on various allegations made against the
University. Since the release of the issue* more information has
been made public, including a longer list of 55 colleges in tbe
same predicament as Tufts.
The Washington Post released an article on Thurs., May 1, which
looks further into this conflict. "Colleges and universities, in addition to K-)2 schools, that receive federal funding must comply
with Title IX, a federal law deroandinjg that students should not
be denied the ability to participate fully in educational 4»d other
opportunities due to sex.* the Post reported.
The article went on to list, the schools currently under inves
ligation for their handling of sexual violence and harassment
A shocking number of prestigious institutions—including Dart
mouth. Harvard, and Princeton—were mentioned alongside a
multitude of state universities, ail of which risk losing federal
funding for their breaching of Title DC
In the wake of this big news, many other colleges and untver
siUes Ate taking steps to ensure that their handling of sexual
assault Is up to par. Brown University President Christina H.
Paxson released a statement in response to the White House's
release of the information regarding Title IX violations which
discussed the University's response to the allegations towards
other U.S. institutions.
According to the Providence Journal , Paxson plans to "hire a
full-time Title IX coordinator and devote additional resources
for sexual assault prevention and education programs starting
in the 2014 fall semester." The article added, "Brown will also
be collaborating with other universities to develop a 'campus climate' survey intended to measure the incidence of sexual violence and student perceptions about sexual assault."
Colby College students have been addressing the issue as well.
The College's Amnesty International club runs an event entitled
'Colby Speaks/ and on lues., May 6, their final session of the aeries focused on the topic sexual assault. Laura Jensen '17 led the
discourse, which brought the news from the White House to a
global level, covering sexual harassment in all areas of the world.

Students celebrate
s^sianPacificHeritage
B Y M EGAN LASHER
News Editor
This p ast week, the Asian Student Alliance (ASA) hosted mul
tiple events in celebration ot the
National Asian Pacific American
Heritage Month ( A P A H M ) . Ins
Kim '14, said: "This is onl y the
second tune that ASA has celebrated APAHM Week, and i t s
honestl y so h u m b l i n g and so
r e w a r d i n g to see how much the
club has grown in just a little
over a year.
I h e t-Iub began the festivities
by hosting a dumpling-eatmg
contest in Dana Dining Hall.
which
broug ht
positive
attention
to
the
ongoing
program. A large
group of students
gathered around to
watch their peers
stuff their faces
as quickly as possible; the students
who took part m
the event were all
put into teams and
required to eat 10
d u m p lings per per
son in a tag team
style race.
Another u.n in
which ASA remind
ed fellow students
of the importance ot understand
ing Asian Pacific Heritage was
throug h their fl yers , which were
posted throug hout the campus.
1 ast year, the idea [ot celebrating APAHM] was introduced
because the club had ( usi been
r e s t r u c t u r e d to incorporate a so
eioptditiL.i l agenda (in addition
to c u l t u r a l programming ) mostl y
due to questions s u r r o u n d i n g
tlu- nuances o! Vsian/A m en
can i d e n t i t y that Were becoming
more and more salient lo our
experiences at t olby." Kim said.
"That 's when the idea ot the fl yer
campaign was born , where we

asked students to submit stereo
types that they felt were inipor
I ant or necessary to encourage
the campus to d e c o n s t r u c t "
"There has been a lot of positive
feedback regarding the fl yers .'
Kim added. Ve 've definitel y had
students reach out to tell us how
thoug ht -provoking they found
them , but on the flip side . I ' ve
also definitel y seen students just
laug hing at them, which 1 guess is
cool if you don ' t reall y know how
to handle your own discomfort ,
but what those students need to
realize is that they 're laug hing at
(imp licitl y) racist statements thai
do in tact heavil y i n f o r m some ot
our realities. "
Ihe fl yers , as
well as a weeklong
campaign
which
allowed
students
to write their own
messages
about
Asian Pacifi c Hen
tage on a w hite
board and pose tor
a l-acebook pic
ture, gained a lot
of a t t e n t i o n ami
supp ort from tlu
student bodv ' 1 he
theme
that
we
Ir i s K i m '14
chose for this year
was ' M a k i n g Con
nee lions, so w t
tabled in Pulver for
two clays and asked
s t u d e n t s to t h i n k about then
connections to Asia and debunk
ing stereotypes that thej had til
heard re garding Asian American
students,' Kim exp lained
Overall, ASA considered th<
week to be extremely successful
li was a grcath unprecedented
move on our part in regards ki
i n v i t i n g the rest ot campus to p.n
licipatc m APAHM Week w i t h u>
but i! was toi tlu- most p.u t well
reciprociteil which was realh
r e w a r d i n g for us as such a vouiu
club." knn s.ud. 'Suie. some sill*
things were written, but you gottil
start somewhere, rig h t '

"The theme
we chose for
this year was
'making connections *"

Four students to attend TEDMED 2014 conference

BY GRACE BALDWIN
Features Editor
For the first time, the Career Cen ter is offering four students from the
College the opportunity to attend
the 2014 TEDMED, a TED conference focused specificall y on the future of health and medicine.
Dr. Paul Berkner of the Garrison
Foster Health Center and Professor
of Computer Science Bruce Maxwell received complimentary tickets
to attend TEDMED in the fall of
2013. "This program is very similar
to other TED talks in that it focuses
on technology, entertainment and
design; in this case, as it is related to
medicine. Professor Maxwell and I
attended the event and were totally

pect of medicine: "The developers
had brought together the best and
the brightest from around the world
and they covered topics from the
Senetic makeup of your intestinal
ora to how indigenous people care
for their dead in the Philippines,"
Berkner wrote.
Likewise, Maxwell also found the
conference to be extremely unique
and rewarding. He wrote to the
Echo, "The confluence of technology, entrepreneurship and medicine
[were very unique]. It made for a
lot of interesting conversations and
it was fascinating to see all of the
innovative ideas for making medicine faster, easier, lower cost and
more accurate."
The upcoming TEDMED 2014
conference will take place from
September 10-12 in Washington ,
D.C. and San Francisco, CA. The
full stage program from both cities
overwhelmed by the program. It will be simulcast via TEDMED Live
was from my standpoint one of the Streaming to 100+ countries. TEDbest 'medical' conferences that I had MED Live is available free to thouever attended," wrote Berkner in an sands of medical organizations, acaemail to the Echo.
demic institutions and government
With regard to the conference, facilities worldwide," the TEDMED
the TEDMED website wrote, "TED- website states.
MED curates an unusual and proThanks to the generosity of Jon
vocative program featuring brilliant Ellenthal, the president of TEDshort talks and stunning artistic MED and parent of Zach Ellenthal
performances that reframe our '16, as well as Bro Adams, the Colmental models and inspire impor- lege has the opportunity to send two
tant new possibilities. TEDMED faculty members and tour students
also offers evening spectaculars, to the upcoming conference in
thought-provoking conversations Washington. In addition to Berkner
with Delegates and Speakers and and Maxwell, who will be attenda showcase of inspiring startups ing for the second year in a row, Dr.
called 'The Hive.™
Gerald and Myra Dorros Professor
Berkner was inspired by the ener- of Chemistry Julie Millard will also
gy and depth of the topics covered, be attending TEDMED 2014.
"I'm going to TEDMED prinwhich touched on almost every as-

cipally because I teach Medical
Biochemistry. I like to use a lot of
medical case studies in my biochemistry classes, especially in
Medical Biochemistry, because
they are a very interesting way to
think about the material. Tea hoping that I will pick up some good
ideas and broaden my own knowledge of medical advances so that
I will be a more effective teacher,"
Millard wrote to the Echo.
The trip to TEDMED 2014
(which the College with sponsor)
will be awarded to four students
from the College that applied
through the Career Center on May
4. The application consisted of a
resume, copy of academic transcript, names of two on-campus
references and a one-page essay
expressing the student's interest
in the event and how it related to
their studies, interests or future
life and career goals.
"[It is exciting] that our students
will be able to attend what is arguably the most exciting medical education event of the year...They will
get the opportunity to understand
what it takes to be an innovator and
a leader in medicine and science,"
Berkner wrote.
Associate Director of Career
Services Cate Ashton feels that
this scholarship opportunity is
both an inspiring and productive
element to the students future careers. "Certainly, as I'm in the Career Center, I see this as a terrific
chance to do some major networking for internships or jobs. But, I
think it will mostly be an incredible opportunity for students to
spend time surrounded by people

as passionate about health-related
topics as they may be and see how
people incorporate their passions
into their professional and personal lives," Ashton told the Echo
11 students from the College
applied for the TEDMED scholarship opportunity. Seth Butler '16,
a biology and psychology double
major and chemistry minor who
is also taking the pre medical
requirements, is one of the app licants. "As a student heavily interested in medicine and the sciences, I wanted to be a part of the
'diverse community focused on
the future of health and medicine'
that is TEDMED," wrote Butler to
the Echo.
If awarded the conference scholarship, Butler said, "I would be most
excited to be surrounded by some
of the top minds in the healthcare
field and observe lectures on the
highest, innovative research. I will
not be familiar with every topic
discussed, but this onl y makes the
conference more appealing to go to
and learn about how medicine and
the healthcare field are changing as
well as all of the different opportunities there are."
The student applicants, faculty
and Career Center at the College
have all expressed great excitement
at this new scholarship opportunity
and the exceptional impact it is sure
to have on the students who attend.
As Maxwell wrote, "It will give students a broader view about what is
possible at the intersection of technology and medicine. I think it will
open their eyes to how important
technology and mobile computing
can be in the future of medicine."

Tackling diversity issues with a multidimensionalapp roach
BY GRACE BALDWIN
Features Editor
The Echo recently sent out a survey entitled "Diversity at Colby" in
hopes of gaining a better quantitative understanding of diversity at
the College, as well as anonymous
responses to questions regarding
discrimination.
In total, the survey received 104
responses: 71% of the respondents
identified themselves as White, 10%
Asian Indian, Japanese, Chinese,
Vietnamese or Korean , 8% Hispanic
or Latino, 5% black and 3% American Indian or Native Hawaiian (demographic categories were those of
the 2013 census). 65 of the students
who took the survey said that the
majority of their friends were the
same race as they were, 62 of whom
identified their race as White.
When asked to identif y their
gender , all respondents answered
as male or female except for one
student who identified as "other."
When asked the gender of the majority of their friends. 4% said they
had friends who were transgender
male, transgender female, questioning or other.
88% of the students who responded to the survey identified as heterosexual, 4% as homosexual. 4% as
bisexual and 5% as other. 70 of the
respondents said that majority of
their friends were the same sexuality as they were, all of whom identified as heterosexual, except for one
who identified as bisexual.
When asked about their family's
average household income, 30%
chose $200,000 or more. 18% of
students said they had no idea what
their family's median income was
and 12% chose between $100,000
and $149,900. For all other income
brackets , the percentage of students
was between 6-9%.
When asked what they thought
the average household income of
the majority of their friends was,
16% of respondents said they had no
idea and 65% chose income brackets

rangingfrom $50,000 to $200,000Lastly, when asked what characteristic they felt defined them at the
College, the majority of students
chose "athlete," "smart student," "very
social and outgoing" and/or "very involved in clubs." Three students said
"different sexuality than majority"
and 13 said "different race than majority." 15 students responded "other"
and wrote characteristics such as
"artistic," "quiet " "stoner," "Febfrosh"
and "comedian."
Respondentswere then asked ways
they have felt discriminated against
at the College. 16 of the students
responded that they had not felt discriminated against. Many students
felt there is a great deal of dassism
at the College that is perpetuated in
various ways. One student wrote,
"There are many times when money
is expected for a class or other events
here at Colby... and there are only
very few things that I can participate
in because of this. People look down
on [students! who aren't wearing the
clothes with the right label on them "
Another student wrote, "I'm not a
preppy New F.nglander who worships Vineyard Vines, so I get some
strange glances on occasion.
Other students wrote about racial discrimination at the College;
one girl wrote. "I felt like I had to
lose non-minority friends because
they weren't open to attending any
of the events Id worked so hard on
because it would 'be uncomfortable'
for them to be the onl y white people
there. It's upsetting to hear that a
person isn 't willing to go through an
hour or two of what some students
go through everyday."
Another student wrote, "There
have been some times when drunk
white students have purposely said
some offensive things against my
Latino-ness. I was also deeply disappointed in an economics class
[when] the professor kept calling factory workers...'pathetic little people'
and then 'silly little peoplel.. Both of
my parents were factory workers at
one point in their lives—did being
the son of two factory workers make

me doubly pathetic and silly 7 "
cussion about privilege, race and
A couple of female students who discrimination at the College and
took the survey discussed feeling dis- continuing to have events and focriminated against because of their rums to discuss diversity issues
gender. "Sometimes, as a woman, es- within the student body.
pecially reading some of the anonyA of couple students said they
mous Facebook postings on places felt that many of the actions meant
like Colby Confessions, I feel that to increase diversity at the ColI am living in a place with a love of lege instead resulted in increased
verbal violence towards non-males," segregation of minority groups on
wrote one student. Some wrote that campus. "I think [Students Orgathey felt discriminated as females in nized for Black and Hispanic Unity]
a male dominated major or extracur- (SOBHU) should realize that they
ricular club.
segregate themselves far more than
One student alluded to racially is necessary, and this creates way
gender-based discrimination: "I get more racial misunderstandings than
the sense that sometimes people are would otherwise exist I understand
attracted to me because I'm Chinese, the need for safe spaces, but they
but I don't fit any of the Chinese girl wall themselves off because they
stereotypes. In other words, I feel claim the rest of campus is hostile to
that some guys use race as a reason them...I feel that Colby is far more
to decide that they want me."
racially segregated than my town in
Other students wrote that they the deep south."
felt differentiated by their conservaAnother wrote, "I think...places
tive viewpoints: "[There seems to be like the Pugh Center [at times] ena] campus stigma against conserva- courage people of color to band totives and in particular, conservative gether and do not have the same enChristians," wrote one student. In couragement towards white people
addition , students wrote about other on campus. The fact that they single
religious related discrimination, as out people of color and personally
well as physical, body-based and sex- invite them to join the clubs in Pugh
ual preference discrimination , as well makes for a segregated campus."
as stigma against non-athtetes.
However, most students seemed
Lastly, one student wrote that he to greatly appreciate the actions of
felt that there was a great pressure to clubs on campus, such as SOBHU
singularly identif y oneself at the Col- and the Brid ge (the College's LGTBQ
lege; he wrote, "There is a huge focus community space). One student sugon hyper-identification. You need to gested increased collaboration belabel yourself: black, white, homo- tween the various clubs and teams on
sexual, heterosexual, ally, Pugh-Cen- campus: "All the sports teams, clubs
ter-goer, SGA supporter, anti-SGA... [and] student groups do a wonderful
If you don't want to identify with any job of supporting their own [teamof this, you are in trouble."
mates and club members], but they
When asked how the school can don't support each other. At sporting
become more aware of issues sur- events you see mainly athletes and
rounding diversity, many students their friends; at SOBHU events you
wrote that the school needs a more see SOBHU people. There is very
diverse on-campus demographic little interming ling "
and attributed it to some sort of
Finally, when asked what have
flaw within the college admissions been the greatest challenges to livprocess. Many students felt that the ing and studying at the College, stuCollege has done an adequate job of dents had varied responses, most of
trying to tackle the diversity issues which were more centered on acadespite the severe lack of statisti- demic and social difficulties rather
cal demographic diversity. Others than diversity specifically.
wrote about the need for more disIn regards to diversity, many stu-

dents wrote that they had difficulty
adjusting to the culture shock of
the severe homogeneity on campus.
One student wrote, I personally
live in New York City, which is an
incredibly diverse city. Adjusting to
the homogenous people here, who
all have the same ideas, the same
sense of clothing, the same interests, the same socioeconomic status and the same appearance takes
some time to get used to."
In a similar context, students
wrote about struggling with the
pressure to fit the ^)olby Mold" of
the typical student. One student
wrote, "1 grew up where people
were proud of their individuality
and [I am] not just talking about
racial or gender individuality, but
where people would take pride in
being their own person."
Other people wrote that students need to be more proactive
about analyzing their own awareness and understanding of differences at the College. "I don't
think the problem is awareness,
as much as being oblivious to our
own insensitivittes to others who
don 't live the same lifestyle or have
had the same background as ourselves," wrote one respondent.
Overall the survey emphasized
that when examining diversity at
the College, it is imperative to not
onl y focus on just one form of discrimination , such as racial , but all
the various forms of discrimination
at the College, including genderbased, socioeconomic, social pressures and divisions on campus due
to athletics, first semester abroad
students, and more. It is important
that the Administration, faculty
and students themselves continue
to provide forums, speakers and
events to increase awareness, discussion and reflection. Each student should think deeply about
not onl y how the school itself can
increase diversity and acceptance,
but how each individual , starting
with themselves, can better understand and appreciate the diversity
on the campus.

Red Solo Mug Movement: is it
Investigating Mark
too late to make new Mends?
Twain's view of France
Faculty Profile: Professor Paula Harrington

Day, when students carried around
a plant for the entire day in order to
promote spring, and Earth Day. SES
hopes to gain more devoted members
Soon after arriving at the College, with creative minds and fresh ideas.
students begin to habitually sit with
The club completed a simple pro
the same people day after day, meal cess in order to get the mugs into a
after meal Without realizing it, stu- dining hall. They filled out an applicadents close themselves off to the rest tion from the Student
of the campus that is thriving with life Government Associand unique individuals.
ation (SGA) to receive
Rubez Chong Lu Ming ' 16 noticed funding and talked to
this trend and began the Red Solo Assistant Director of
Mug Movement with the Students for Dining Services Joe
an Engaged Society (SES). Beginning Klaus regarding the
in April, red mugs were introduced implementation of
to the Foss dining hail with the hope the mugs.
of sparking conversation between
The group decided
strangers. "Meals are meant to be eat- that the small and
en with others," Ming said. "It is a time sociable environment
for socializing."
of Foss would be a
Ming noted that when she first
good dining hall to
arrived on the Hill, she was eager to test the mugs. In admeet new people and start up a con- dition , many of the
versation with just about anyone. Af- SES members eat at
ter seeing a friend initiate a similar Foss, enabling them
project at Dartmouth College with to initiate the movered Solo cups, Ming aspired to begin ment while promotthe movement at Colby. She brought ing their cause. Both
the issue to one of the SES meetings Topolarova and Mine
and the idea took off.
agreed that the mugs are more needed
SES is a new club that started this in Dana; however, Foss is a better lofall Although the team is small in cation for the project to kick off.
number, the students are all dedicated
Mindful of Colby's strides towards
to bring about change on campus. sustai liability, Ming decided on mugs
Their goal is to discuss, develop and instead of plastic Solo cups. Like Sole
experiment with different sugges- cups, the mugs similar-fly represent
tions brought up by the members. socializing since teatime and coffeeThe group is focused on community- time are also well known for relaxbased organizing and acts as a plat- ation and promoting conversation.
form for people to start new projects. On the other hand, some people
Ester Topolarova '17 is one of the enjoy sitting alone and it can be hard
members of the club helping Ming to recognize who is open to chatting.
with the Red Solo Mug Movement The red mugs act as a nonverbal inTopolarova also helped to plan Plant dicator, saying, "Hi, I want to get to
BY A NH UONG
News Staff

know someone new. I'm ready to
make a new friend."
Although the idea has a lot of potential, the success of the movement
is still unclear. Some people select
the mug solel y because it is pretty.
Others take a mug but proceed to sit
with a group of friends, creating an
environment where a
stranger is unlikely to
approach. However,
the team is confident
m the Red Solo Mug
Movement;
both
Ming and Topolarova recounted times
where they conversed with a complete stranger and
shared
wonderful
conversation. Ming
pointed out that even
though people take
the red mug without
knowing the purpose
of it, it is still promoting the cause. As
more people see the
mugs, more people
will wonder why it
is there and begin using them. Furthermore, someone who accidentally
takes a red mug could still be approached by a new friend.
SES hopes that in the fall the mugs
will be distributed to the other dining
halls, so that incoming first-years will
see the red mugs as ' normal." Topoliterature's identity," she said.
larova stated that they need to "shift
BY THABISO KUNENE
Harrington will argue thai
culture to promote a more inclusive
News Staff
Twain 's books , such as Hurt
dining halt * More and more people
leberry Finn , show his bir
are joining the movement each day.
When faced with the question toward the French in rather
So next time you walk into Foss, try of "who is the greatest Ameri- subtle ways. For example, one
out a red mug fora change, you never can writer of afi time?" many of the characters is a conman
know who you might meet
literature fanatics agree that it who pretends to be French. Usis Samuel Langhorne Clemens, ing such examples , Harrington
famously known as Mark Twain. is interested in putting Twain's
However, a large majority of bias towards the French in a
readers naturally associate Twain broader historical context.
with the Mississippi River and
"Twain was influenced by his
books such as The Adventures upbringing in Louisiana when
of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry it still had remnants of its time
Finn. Experienced scholars and as a French territory. [Twain
students alike understand Twain was] a subtle French basher
in terms of geographical and who contributed to the historicultural context narrated in his cal American stereotype against
books and travel journals.
France ," she said. Even thoug h
Despite this, Director of this idea may seem self evident .
Harrington
arFarnham Writers
Center and Visitgues that Twain 's
view of France
ing Assistant Professor of Writing
is actually very
Professor
Paula
complicated , esHarrington says,
pecially consider"There is one often
ing Twain's mixed
reviews
regardoverlooked aspect
of Twain: his bias
ing his experience abroad durtowards
France
ing which he gave
and the French." It
lectures after takis for this reason
ing a cruise ship
that on May 14
from the United
Harrington will be
States to Europe.
giving a lecture as
"He probably had
one of four invited
some unp leasant
speakers at the anexperiences that
and this year, we brought Charles nual "The Trouble
must have cementRotmil from France who now lives Begins at Eig ht "
ed his bias towards
lecture series orin Portland."
the French " HarGluck wants to make clear that ganized by the
rington added.
her intention of bringing Weiss Center for Mark
Over the course of the lectures,
and Rotmil to the College was not Twain Studies at Elmira College
Harrington will be boarding at
to gain pity from members of the in New York.
Harrington will discuss the Quarry Farm, a small property
community: "I tried to get as many
people as I could to come and expe- research that she did in con- that Twain himself used tor sumrience what it's like to understand junction with her colleague mer vacation. Some speculate
from the perspective of someone Professor Ronald Jenn from the that the majority of Huckleberry
who is so different than you and University of Lille in France Finn was written in these same
lived such a different life than you as a 2013 Fulbrig ht Scholar surroundings in his octagonal
did because—it's not just Colby with regards to Twain 's view of study that is still in perfect condikids—so many college kids, most the French. At the series , Har- tion today. Since there are no livcollege kids, have pretty good lives. rington will preview her book- ing direct descendants of Twain,
So its hard to always be aware of in-progress . The French Face of Harrington said, "It is a sad and
Twain, which should prove to be yet an inspiring experience to
how much cruelty is going on, but
it 's important to remember it...es- extremely insig htful because it work in the same house and look
"
tackles
a relatively unknown as- at the same pictures that the great
pecially in this context.
American once [did]."
Although she is not a Jewish pect of "the creator of American
Studies minor, Gluck is confident
that her strong history and culture
will follow her in every endeavor.
"Luckily for me, I love being JewInterested in writing or working for the Echo
ish... It 's become such a part of
in the upcoming school year?
who I am that it shines throug h in
whatever I do. And I know that that
Contact: David Dinicola
it will continue to happen... It's rediiuco@colby.edu
all y more about the responsibility
now to bring that part ot my life .
into whatever I do. '

Holocaust survivor comes to speak
BY CARU JAFF
Asst. Features Editor
On Sunday, April 27, Charles
Rotmil, a Holocaust survivor, came
to speak to students at the College
about his experience. This educational speech would not have been
possible without the dedicated efforts of Lauren Gluck '16, as well
as assistance from Assistant Dean
of Students Joe Atkins and Rabbi
Rachel Isaacs.
Gluck, an American Studies major with a double minor in education and creative writing, has
always been interested in the Holocaust and Jewish culture. "I've
always been really interested in the
history aspect of Judaism, and not
just about [the Jewish people], but
also their implication in the world
and how they're viewed because
there are so many examples of persecution and horrible [treatment],"
she said.
Gluck came from a Jewish background, so coming to a College
with less of a Jewish population
was something of a shock* "When
I came here and realized that so
many people were not Jewish and
also didn't know anything about
[Judaism], it sparked this interest
in me and responsibility to teach
people what it 's all about," she said.
In order to do this, Gluck uses her
knowledge of Jewish culture in
many of ner courses in order to educate her peers: "It kind of happens
in my classes because my mind is
so Jew-oriented , it just comes up,
even in random classes... So, I try
to bring the things that I know that
other people here might not know
into different settings.
In addition to trying to spread
awareness about Jewish history
and culture, Gluck also wants to
make clear that Jews were not the
only minority who have been discriminated against "It 's not just the
Jews that have been persecuted...
so many groups of people have...
there 's so much genocide, so much

hurt and also celebration in the
world. So it 's good to make connections and bring (different] perspectives to every class."
Gluck also has worked since her
first year at the College to spread
awareness in other avenues. "We
were learning about the Holocaust
in my multicultural literacy class...
and this one kid said something
like, 'Yeah, 1 just don't think it was
that bad.' And I thought he was
kidding. I knew that not everyone
knew details about all aspects of
Jewish history, but [the Holocaust]
was something I thought everyone
was still on the same page about...
So that was a wake-up call to me."
After that class, Gluck knew
she had to do something about
the ignorance she was observing
about Jewish history at the College.
"[Professor Atkins] said, 'Let's do
something about this.'...I just felt
this urgency to bring someone here
to tell their personal story so it 's not
just some historical event that you
hear about in textbooks .. . because
it 's really a collection of personal
stories
So last year, we brought
Ernie Weiss, [another Holocaust
survivor], here from Portland. ..
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The tri al of Clem Guthro
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thoughThh correctly pointedoutthatwe onlyv«eieable to report m a fractkmof them,
way for...stud y and office space,
¦we hope that as a soft we havesucceededmrepnaenongmevkws of tf^ studentVxidy,
which Mr. Guthro later admits,
writing, "All of this transformaru^awitsmmiipianltyJ ^yan^ im^rtwpadilag
tion resulted in less collection
SOUdespftegettingtangled up m redtape, we haveseeiiakxofgreaitJungsthatwt space, but the bulk of that repurwishhadritspedby right beforeour eyes:pe^t *)b^mtf*SpateRug
posed space will provide for a sigby,aseacfblue
gomgabsokileh/wfldasQuriootbalte^
nificant enhancement of student
Times each Sunday,and teachersand atudentscomkigtogetherto vofce their opinras
stud y space." Okay, so, we didn 't
abt^MilWUkary Often,these dam ma^
move the books to save the books.
they arejust asiir^ortant.
We moved the books to increase
During thefast week,thereis one thing that ThnandlhavektptomiB^
backtolfwe stud y space—if we 're to take Mr.
hadrr«etirr«^tt*3«is»rniichrnorew
Guthro at his word, furthermore,
TherewiH alwaysbe moteto do and moreto saySo,I guesswhatwecankaveyouwithK
1 would love to know what most
"Keep it urAO^rKeepwatching,keeplearning,keepdiscussingand ki^ writing.The
students would have said if they
/Jiosjcb—f^forerrwstareiarways—
B
knew
that getting a little more
^
tirnietodttScmicJiinesttsriardsorr^^
stud y space meant the loss of
fexitisahvBysworthitTfttDkyauaUfr^
their library.
Those of us opposed to the Miller
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renovations know that the libraries independent? As a small liberal
have been facing a spatial issue. arts college, we value closeness.
We aren't stupid. But we reject the Closeness to professors, closeabsolutist stance propagated by ness to fellow students and closethe Administration that holds that
ness to resources. The existence
there was only one way to proceed , of a library at the center of camthat our growing collection neces- pus—where we can browse freely
sitated what Mr. Guthro describes and enjoy immediate access to the
as the library 's "transforma- --—— -^ triump hs of civilization—
tion." In previous articles , f
be a priority.
J\ should
I've pointed out that /„ . . /4fl^k
shouldn't be
\ Miller
/
the acquisition of new / Nick L0'^ ]|^ \ merely a spot to
where stustorage space could've Merrill J
conduct
f <S»^B dents gather
happened even if we \
., *\ tf i n J research on the internet;
maintained the Miller \
WfM / we can do that wherever
^g
collection all we had to
M ^B^ we ar e- It also shouldn't be
do was move unused books^^
^*^H
^B^^ dominated by office space.
to storage while moving new
Sure, we need to have some ofvolumes into the library. But ap- fices there, but they should never
parently, this wasn 't an option. It 's be the priority. Miller is—or was—
ironic that the Administration , primarily a library. For Mr. Guthro,
which listens to students so little, this battle amounts to "controversy
claims that the renovations were a over...the definition of 'library.'
response to student demands.
We could argue all day about what
Perhaps my favorite bit from Mr. a library is, but it 's much easier to
Guthro's article reads as follows: say what it isn 't. It 's not office space,
"The library renovation is not a it 's not study space and it 's not an
shipwreck but a transformation. It Internet cafe.
will return the 1947 Miller building
In Mr. Guthro 's piece, he tries
to much of its original glory.... We to argue that the renovations were
will have a library for the 21st cennecessary, that the very future of
Miller depended on them! But
tury." I used ellipsis here to highlig ht Mr. Guthro's contradiction. imp licitly claiming that there was
In one paragraph , he argues that one correct path , and that adminthe renovations mark both restora- istrators such as Lori Kletzer knew
tion and progress. I can kind of see that despite widespread opposiwhere hes coming from; the resto- tion , they had found that one path ,
ration of the reading room, along is absurd. The 21st century—and
with other cosmetic changes, will the digitization that comes with
restore some of the library 's old it—shouldn 't mean that print volaesthetic. But this is superficial. umes are obsolete. We have an
The fundamental character of Millopportunity to conduct research
er in its original form—its status as using multip le mediums. There's
a library first and foremost—will no need to frame this an either-or
be gone.
situation, as a battle between print
I understand that the renova- and digital.
tions are backed b y precedent.
Finally. I'd like to thank Mr.
Many university ana city librar- Guthro for keeping this issue alive.
ies— including the New York PubFor the past couple weeks, I struglic Library—have undertaken sim- gled to think of a final topic for this
ilar initiatives. But Colb y doesn't column , which will die with my
need to model itself on the mis- graduation. I was pleasantly surtakes of others. Shouldn 't we pride prised to find that Mr. Guthro gave
ourselves on being thoug htful and me such a fitting prompt.

TheArtof Bleichinq

The waiting game: reflections on the Pub
The Marchese Pub symbolizes pint. The payment process works
many things to the students of our the same way, with each waiting
campus. Its a bastion for Colby's several minutes for the other to
upperclassmen , a fun place to re- slide a Colby Card before realizing
lieve stress during the week, and there's onl y $1.52 in the account.
the onl y place Colby students (le- By installing a "mirrored" bar, this
gally) drink hard alcohol.
inefficiency would be completely
However, as much as I love our resolved. But here's the major queslittle bar, time and again I ~— —-^ tion—is it worth second
it? Buying
'^
have been irked by one /^
and installing a
tap
^^^ may be expensive but b y
persistent problem: wait / .
^^^^^
^
times. Last Wednesday, /
cjk4f»p9| freeing up wait times, the
Bleich iT/r .p y jbartenders would be able
I waited twenty-three
^
minutes to get a I.ob- \
to sell more drinks Ifstu
^^_ L * jBw dents
ster Ale. A week before. \ <|flfl
^Br
weren't required to
^¦r wait twenty minutes for a
I left my credit card open WM
at the bar before the rush. ^^^B^^^ drink , they would have inBy the time I was read y to go.
centive to stay in the pub and
I waited over half an hour to re- thus, buy more.
trieve it. While 1 spent a good
However, if these expenditures
amount of the time fuming and/or prove to be too much , my second
using gladiatorial combat to main- suggestion would be to hire a third,
tain my spot in line. I used part of part-time bartender for the busithis wait thinking about ways to est nights between Wednesday and
change our pub for the better.
Saturday. This option, I admit , has
As a college student interested in some drawbacks. Given the limited
the nuances of the liquor industry, space behind the bar, a third barI often watch the Spike TV show tender may just cause further conBar Rescue. For those not familiar gestion. Likewise, a third bartender
with the show, it focuses around re- would surely cut in to the pub's profspected bar expert Jon Taffer saving it in a continuous manner that crefailing bars by increasing produc- ating a mirrored bar wouldn 't. That
tivity and instituting money-saving said, 1 still believe another pair of
techni ques. Today. I will use this hands would help the pub, mainl y in
knowled ge to put forth a few rec- terms of coverage. One of the most
ommendations.
irritating occurrences I experience
First , get a second tap system at the pub is when I've finall y made
and a second register. If there are it to the front of the line and sudtwo bartenders , there should be denly the service moves to another
two of everything. Two tap sys- section or the bartender has to coltems, two cocktail stations and two lect glasses. By having an extra barregisters. I cannot count the num- tender, these delays and irritations
ber of times I've watched Chery l would be minimalized, allowing for
or lohn wait for the other to finish better service and bigger profits for
filling a pitcher so they can pour a the pub.

Finally, create a cocktail list.
Why is this helpful, you might ask?
Well, when you think of cocktails,
you may think of Cosmos, Mojitos
and Manhattans. While these are
all exceptional drinks, they 're also
beyond time consuming. While
I've never seen a Colby student
order a Harvey Wallbanger, I have
grown increasingly tired of the
Marchese's famous Grateful Dead.
Not to say that it 's a bad drink—a
sweet , highly alcoholic drink is a
college student 's best friend—but it
can pose a problem on a busy night.
When people rarel y know what to
order besides time consuming
cocktails, it means unnecessary
waiting times. In this way, a cocktail list consisting of easy to make
cocktails like Cape Codders, G&T's
or Gimlets—especially at lower
prices—would help incentivize students to drink happil y while also
accounting for those behind them.
In writing this piece, I don't want
to come off as being a bartending,
expert. More importantl y, I did
not write this to criticize the hard
work that Cheryl and John do every week. Rather, I wrote this in an
attempt to make a great institution
even better. However, in order to
improve the pub. we the students
must also take responsibility So I
leave you with a few tips on how
you can make life easier for the
rest of us. Never wave your hands
or call out to the bartender (they
see you), never reach over their
bar and touch their stuff (John will
murder you), tip at least a dollar
for every drink , and finall y, if it 's a
Wednesday night at 10p.m., don 't
order a fucking Grateful Dead.

Rebuttal

A response to Clem Guthro's defense of the renovations
B Y DAVID S UCHOFF
Professor of English
Mr. Guthro 's op-ed is quite
baffling. The "faculty elected
curricular working croups " to
whom he attributes the currenl
library design were disbanded
by the Administration precisely
when they insisted on bringing
their suggestions to the faculty
meeting for vote. Say ing the
current library was suggested" b y faculty working groups
does not mean the faculty as a
whole was consulted or any collaborative process occurred. In
the April faculty meeting, in
fact , Mr. Guthro claimed he had
presented the "p lans" for the
current library to the Library
Committee. He was directly refuted by a distinguished faculty
member who was present. Mr.
Guthro also makes an invalid
comparison with Bowdoin: the
38,000 volumes they hold in
storage is only a fraction of their
collection. 170,000 Colby volumes is the majority of Colby 's

collection — inaccessible for immediate access and in-context
browsing that is research done
b y first-rate academics. The
fact that a majority of our collection is in storage means Mr.
Guthro 's "21st century library "
at Colby is now second rate and
inferior to Bowdoin 's—and the
distinguished , publishing faculty and teachers at Colby have
repeatedly tried to tell him and
the college Administration precisel y this. We are indeed "out of
room " for those books: because
Mr. Guthro and the Administration built new offices on the
cheap precisel y in the "grave of
books , as faculty commonly
call second floor Miller today.
We are in fact "out of room "
because Mr. Guthro and the Administration , without faculty
consultation— "faculty input was
neither sought nor welcomed,
as Mr. Guthro wrote in his infamous "Talking Points" revealed by Nick Merrill's reporting—chose the cheap, quickl y
imposed solution in the dead of

ni ght over the academically excellent one. Selling a library that
deprives students of the majority
of their collection—inaccessible
digitally—as "the library of the
21st century " is a cheap trick.
Mr. Guthro 's rhetoric about "Rl
university libraries " is just that:
an attempt to throw pixel dust in
the eyes of the students and general public.
Mr. Guthro also has it exactl y
backward on "the traditional reference desk." In the digital age.
having our venerated librarians
staffing a library reference desk
is more necessary than ever, not
less. And Mr. Guthro shades the
full truth by omitting a central
fact—we no longer have a reference section either. Professors
can no longer be confident that
students will enter the library and
find peer-reviewed sources designated as such: the purpose of a
reliable reference section in the
first place. Phase II promises onl y
a small one , despite the pleas of
over thirty faculty who finally got
a meeting with the Administra-

Trust Our Trustees?

tion on March 14 after repeated
requests. Without a reference librarian on duty and no reference
section , our students have been
thrown into the Wild West of the
online world without a professional guide.
And as students who cite Wikipedia know, the internet makes it
impossible to separate the sheep
from the goats. Mr. Guthro made
this change without the collaboration of the teaching professors
who assign the work , guide our
students—in regularl y scheduled office hours—and grade the
results. In fact , Mr. Guthro expressed to a faculty member that
students can do well by googling
for basic information. His "library of the 21st century " sets up
students to fail in the future. Librarians on duty would help them
attain research mastery in the
digital age.
Most regrettabl y, Mr. Guthro 's
op-ed expresses an ill-concealed
contempt for and disinterest in
the academic standards of Colb y 's distinguished faculty.

The teaching faculty at Colby—of which he is not a member— received their degrees b y
doing research in precisel y those
"RI libraries " he trump ets as his
own. We continue to do that research in the most up to date libraries and archives around the
world and to publish our results.
It is the publishing and teaching
faculty who understand what
di gital and print resources are
required in the 21st century.
Our chief librarian would do
well to listen to the faculty who
produce this new, first-rate research and teach our students. It
would behoove him to put down
the pixel dust and cease the caricature of Colb y 's cutting-edge
faculty as out of touch. The tone
of his opinion piece does little to
convince anyone that he is interested in working with, rather than
imposing ideas on, the faculty
who do the research and teach
the students Colby. Our reputation as a prestigious institution is
at stake. Despite the snark of his
piece, we can work together.

Rebuttal

Examining trustee transparency On the written word
What in the world could possibl y compel a college student to
wake up at 6 a.m. on Saturday
April 26? A growing discontent
with the veiled nature of trustee activities drove a grou
of students to creativel y
initiate dialogue with /
this mysterious group /
of donors that con- I "
trols our Administra- \
tion. Not onl y do stu- V
dents not know what is ^
discussed at these meetings , most students don 't
even know who the trustees are
and when they meet. The peop le
making the long-term decisions
for the College should interact
with the students, the people
who experience the day-to-day
aspects of the school. Many
students have questions for
trustees; unfortunatel y, there is
currentl y no forum to communicate those questions and concerns in person.
To spark positive dialogue between students and trustees, we
lined the path to Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni Center with
balloons inscribed with student
questions in the earl y morning
before the trustee meeting. Additionall y, we electronicall y sent
a list of student questions to the
trustees so they would be able to
access the questions even when
they left campus. The action,
desi gned to instigate conversation regarding transparency
and trustee-student interaction ,
was well received by the board

of trustees and future President
•Can Colby divest?
David Greene.
The board took this stuIn lig ht of our push for transdent concern very seriously.
parency, we sought to include They decided to postpone anquestions from all Colb y stuswers to our questions during
nts. The idea of greeting
the meeting so that they could
the trustees with balloons take time to thoroug hl y answer
\ was organicall y born
each question. Thoug h we were
\ from a diverse group
looking forward to the trustees '
of students. We tabled
answers, we believe that in the
J
W in the spa before the
long run this strategic approach
f board meeting on Friwill open up more opportunities
day and wrote a Gen- ^— —-~ for dialogue. We proposed
^ >v three possible wavs to
^
•ral Announcement /^Hfc
to open the project /
v\ increase interaction: an
\ hour long public forum
up for t h e larger Col- /
n
b y community. From
] with trustees, a trustee
one day of tabling in \ ^
«
/ presence in the dining
the Spa we collected \ jj
/ halls and a newsletter
roughly 60 questions
/ highli ghting the deci(accessible at http://goo.^
sions made during board
gl/UyroHR). The question
:etings. The trustees have
address a range of topics in- promised formal answers to stucluding tuition, identity issues . dents ' questions , and we eagerly
Miller Library, Green initiatives
await this response as well as
and transparency.
continued dialogue with PresiSome were very general quesdent Green and trustees. For all
tion of the following type:
those who asked questions and
are waiting for a response , hang
• What does a trustee do?
•Who are you?
in there! Soon you will know if
the members of the Board t h i n k
• What was your favorite Colby/Maine memory ?
progress or tradition is more
Others were of a more conimportant , why they continue to
be involved in Colb y, what they
tentious format:
-Can the Board of Turstees ad- do in their free time and their
dress the discrepancy in wages beperspective on continuing these
tween Sodexo workers and their stuproductive interactions between
dent Sodexo worker counterparts?
students and the trustees.
• Are there some areas of ColWe are excited for future enby that are being under-funded
fjagement with trustees and beand what can we do about it?
ieve this positive-focused action
-When will the tuition pay- is the stepping stone for transment bubble pop ?
parency and effective dialogue.

BY ROBERT WEISBROT

&

ELIZABETH LEONARD

Professors of History

We believe in the value of books as
physical texts and as symbols of our
shared commitment to critical reading, writing and thinking. Our lifelong
work as classroom teachers, directors
of students' research and writers has
informed our perspectives.
Unlike many electronic versions
of information, ph ysical texts of
scholarly books disclose more of
the intricate process of research, reflection and editorial criticism that
shapes their production. This helps
readers to think criticall y about
these books and to situate them in
the larger evolution ot ideas, knowledge and critical debate. Electronic
media have many virtues and we
laud the impressive advances in
di gital resources. Yet they also pose
some pitfalls. Digital facsimiles of
books often omit portions of the
text and notes while some books
simply have no digital counterpart;
digitized journals typicall y omit
features between articles that hel p
scholars analyze the society and
culture. The most sobering pitfall is
that too heavy a reliance on instantaneous access to information and
"answers " can ensnare us in passive
acceptance and repetition—temptations fatal to probing readers and to
questing, creative writers.
Such steps as removing 170,000
books and other materials to an off-site
storage facility may well have seemed

prudent and even farsighted. But we
now know that this alone cannot sustain
the academic mission that has for two
centuries distinguished Colby among
liberal arts schools. The root problem
is a shortage of space that poses a crisis
not simply for the library but for the
quality and reputationof our college.
We are pleased that Clem Guthro,
the library director, has acknowledged the critical shortage of space,
which he insists requires the library to
either abandon or store 170,000 vol umes—the heart of our collection—
or, in Clem's words, "to shrink the size
of our overall collection or, at the very
least, stop acquiring new volumes.'
We are heartened, too. that Clem has
affirmed a "profound and long-term
commitment to the printed book"
that students, alumni, faculty members and others have persistentl y
urged. Let us now act together, at last,
to address the crisis.
The question whether we will invest adequately in the library—something we have so far failed to do—will
determine whether Colby remains an
elite institution. There is no shortcut
or inexpensive solution to this crisis,
only an unreserved commitment to
accord the library priority in funding and physical resources to expand
its capacity to restore hard copies of
books and journals to an accessible,
centrally located repository and provide for the accretion of our collection
in the coming years.
We still have time to transform our
priorities in order to redeem the reputation of our institution. But we have
no time to waste.

This Grand Fiction

Efi ge , efi ge: the grand fiction comes to an end
"My bab y blue..." Blood stains
the floor as the view rises to the
top of the rafters.
Larry...let 's go home." The
car drives off and the grimy
freeway fades slowly to black.
"Once there was onl y dark. If
you ask me. the li ght 's winntn '."
Pan up to the stars above.
All the best shows stick the
landing. There 's nothing more
disappointing than a story which
has engaged you for countless
episodes , only to bungle the ending. Of course, in life and in fiction—as if there 's reall y any distinction between the two—any
wise person will tell you that it 's
not the destination that counts,
it 's the journey. But there is a key
difference, one that outs even

more emp hasis on the way we
end our stories than the way our
lives come to an end. Often we
cannot control how we finally
ran irom in is moriai cr
being gone , we are inherentl y unable to look >
back on how it all ulti- /
matel y went down. But |
in fiction , the ending \
is what we dwell on. \
The ride along the way
is what gets us attached tc
a story, but the tinale always
stays with us as the last word , the
final note that fades to silence.
The end of a year of college,
even in the case of seniors , is
not death, as grim as this end
may seem. We all face a season finale, and those who are

graduating must face the finale
of their series as they know it.
Life will continue with jobs,
with grad school, with whatevr aaveniures yei to come,
the best of which will be
\ adapted into epic movfc\ ies in their own rig ht.
I But this show, this cast
f I of characters, is ail
U coming to an end. Consider where you 're going
to leave all the various elements ot your show. Where
will you leave all the characters?
Is this show more about you , or
the peop le who made you who
you are? For seniors, this is even
more imp ortant, since this is the
end of the world you have built
up for at least four seasons.

Your own main story on your
show is onl y as good as the cast
of characters who back it up,
and each of them has a fan following that doesn 't want to be
disappointed with how thin g s
p lay out. Will your best friends
be at your side in the season 's
final scene? Or will you stand
alone, like you began on your
first step onto campus in the pilot? And all of us have friends
who have fallen into darkness,
friends who have become villains in their own right , or
simpl y drifted away. The last
glimpse of them could be one
of sullen defeat, or hope for redemption , or walkin g a different
path entirel y.
And what 's the last t h i n e we

see? The last line spoken? The
song during your end credits?
You are your own showrunner. You must decide. For these
years of college are seasons of a
TV show, and after they 're over,
we cannot go back and change
them. Whatever the final moment is, we will have to live with
it for the rest of our lives. But
as always, it is up to you to direct your final episode. Best ot
luck staging that final scene. I
do hope it 's a good one.
Indiana Jones '14 is a historian , classicist, warlock and a
storyteller - Fringe theorists have
postulated that he mig ht actuall y
retain some semblance of sanity
To date, these claims remain entirely unsu bstantiated.

Winslow teacher wins Fulbright Bigelow B rewing j oins
local craf t beer industry
BY SAVANNAH J UDGE
Asst. Local News Editor

This time next year, eighth
grade teacher Sarah Hardy from
Winslow Juni or Hig h School will
be in Israel stud ying technology
integration in the hopes of finding
better ways to utilize laptops and
iPads in Maine classrooms.
The U.S. Department of State and
the J. William Fulbrig ht Forei gn
Scholarship Board announced last
month that Hardy has received a
Fulbrig ht Distinguished Award in
Teaching Grant. This prestigious
award provides funding for exceptional teachers to travel abroad to
studv at foreign universities and
conduct a research project in their
field of education. Hard y, who attended McGill University and has
been a teacher for almost 20 years,
has taug ht eighth grade science at
Winslow Junior High for the past
eight years.
Hard y is one of 43 teachers who
received this year 's Fulbrig ht Distinguished Awards in Teaching out
of a pool of approximatel y 200 ap p licants. The J. William Fulbri ght
Foreign Scholarship Board selects teachers based on academic
or professional achievement and
the leadership potential they have
demonstrated in their respective
fields. Among other eligibility requirements , an app licant must be
a full-time employee at an accredited school , spend at least 50% of
his or her time interacting directl y
with students and have taug ht primary or secondary school students
for at least five years. The grant is
not available onl y to teachers , but
also to other individuals in the field
of education , including guidance
counselors , curriculum specialists
and librarians.
For her Fulbright , Hard y will be
traveling to Israel to study how Israeli teachers are integrating tech -

nology into their classrooms. First ,
she plans to study with experts at
an Israeli university. She will then
conduct a capstone research project on technology integration in the
classroom. Part of her project will
involve doing research with Israeli
companies that are developing wire less sensors for iPads to collect data
for scientific experiments.
Wh y focus on technology integration? As a public
school teacher in
Maine , Hard y has
been involved with
the Maine Learning
Technology Initiative (MLTI), which
aims to bring personal learning technology (like laptops
and iPads) into
Maine classrooms.
According to the
Morning
Sentinel ,
one question Hardy
hopes to explore in Israel is , 'What
is the best way to be teaching with
this [technology!? The technology
is a substitution for pen and paper,
and it should be more than that."
Hard y will spend four months
in Israel from March to June of
2015. "Part of what I 'm looking for
is to see what else we can do with
[the technology]," Hardy told the
Sentinel. "We're not teaching the
same students we taug ht before.
The digital generation is changing,
and teaching methods need to be
looked at."
While the Fulbrig ht title is new.
Hard y has become a seasoned traveler during her career as an educator. As a science teacher in Winslow,
she focuses on earth science and
astronomy and has studied these
topics around the country and the
world, all the while using technology to communicate with her students back home. For example, she
has gone on multip le trips to Costa

Rica , where she has Skyped with
her students about volcanoes. She
has also traveled to New Orleans,
LA to study the impact of Hurricane Katrina on insects.
Hard y is in good company as a
Fulbright scholar. Since 1946, the
Fulbrig ht Program has presented
over 325,000 awards to students ,
teachers, artists and scientists,
giving them "the opportunity to
stud y, teach and
conduct
research,
exchange
ideas
and contribute to
finding
solutions
to shared international
concerns ,"
according to the
Fulbrig ht website.
Past recipients of
the Fulbrig ht Distinguished Award
in Teaching have
traveled to countries including Finland, Argentina and South Africa
to study various subjects such as
the role of guidance counselors in
school crisis management , developing transitional curriculum for
students immi grating to the United States and how students learn
problem-solving skills.
This unique opportunity will
give Hard y the chance to continue
to broaden her perspective as a
teacher. "I can't just go to work and
punch a clock ," she told the Sentinel. "I want to see the world and
bring it back to the kids, let them
know there's much more out there."
Kevin Michaud , the principal at
Winslow Junior High , told the Sentinel how much he values Hard y 's
commitment when he said , "I think
it's inspiring not only to our students but to other teachers. When
some of our own continue to advance and better themselves, we set
a better examples for students to
continue to learn."

Skowhegan couple
realizes dream of
opening brewery
BY SARAH BARRESE
Local News Editor
Any beer enthusiast with a penchant for quirky names and craft
beers can celebrate the arrival of
Bi gelow Brewing Co. on the local brewing scene. Finall y fulfilling
their shared adulthood dream, Jeff
and Pam Powers, both 52, began
bottling and selling their homemade beer in March.
Thrilled to join Maine 's thriving craft beer culture , the couple
hosted an open house from 1 to 4
p.m. on Saturday at their brewery,
located at 473 Bigelow Hill Road in
Skowhegan, Maine.
Bigelow Brewing Co. currently
markets Lying Bastard and Dementia Dog, and both unconventional
names have unique orig ins. The
couple plans to expand on their current offerings, and their working
recipes include cranberry ale and
pumpkin ale.
"My wife will tell you it 's named after me," Jeff Powers said of Lying Bastard in the Morning Sentinel on April
29. "My wife went back to school
to become a teacher, and 1 told her
she onl y had to teach for two years,
then she could [be] done. Nine years
later, I told her I was going to open
a brewery and she wouldn t have to
work any more, and she said, 'You lying bastard.*"
While Lying Bastard , intended as an ideal beginner beer for
drinkers unaccustomed to a strong
craft taste, is a single-hop pale ale

with a low alcohol content. Dementia Dog packs flavor with five
kinds of hops and 7.9 percent alcohol content by volume.
Powers attributed the name of
the heavier beer to an old household pet that suffered from dementia but still managed to help his
owners with the brewing process.
Producing 100 gallons of beer
weekly, the Powerses will soon supply their product to local restaurants, pubs and stores. The couple
met as students at Skowhegan Area
Hig h School , married in 1983, and
have two grown children. They attribute their passion for craft beer
to the home brewing kit that Pam
g ifted to Jeff in 1989.
Though the responsibilities of
family and career prevented the
Powerses from pursuing the brewery dreams as young adults, the couple looks forward to fruitful careers
as full-time brewers. In 2011, they
purchased a 36-by-48-foot horse
barn on Bigelow Hill Road and began renovating it to support their
brewing ambitions.
With the launch of Bigelow
Brewing Co., the Powerses joined
an industry that has enjoyed consistent growth since 1986. Maine's
craft beer industry is "undergoing
rapid growth due to change in consumer preferences, a shift toward
local spending and Maine brewers
making quality, delicious products ,"
Sean Sullivan , executive director of
the Maine Brewers' Guild told the
Sentinel. "Peop le like to buy something from somebody they know.
There's a bit of that Yankee kind of
do business with your neighbors '
type of mentality. There's also the
'buy local' movement in Maine,
and I think that 's helping as well."

Studentsbridge socialga bsChains expand into Augusta
Community members
discuss local social
class issues
B Y CAROLINE FERGUSON
Staff Writer
"The solution to Waterville 's
poverty is on the Hill ," one Waterville resident boldl y stated
at a c o m m u n i t y meeting called
Brid ge the Gap on May 2, 2014.
In the comfortable setting of
the Mary Low Coffeehouse , students and faculty from Colby and
Thomas College gathered with
local residents and several leaders of Waterville 's major organizations in discuss the top ic of
socioeconomic differences m the
Waterville community.
The event was part of Social
Class Awareness Week , organized
by students in Professor Adam
Howard's Social Class and School
ing course. Despite the differences
in back ground and economic status
of those at the meeting, the goals
expressed for improving the Waterville community were in sync.
Howard's students have been
studying how differences in social class impact volunteensm for
Colby students "We made signs
and posters asking students both
why they participate in community
service as well as how they define
the different economic classes in
American society today," said a
junior in Howard s class. "It 's interesting to sec what people value as
defining aspects when separating
others financially. '
A large portion ot the discussion
focused on the fiscal issues facing
the Waterville community and possible solutions to fix them. Through-

out the discussion, several people
emphasized that if more Colby students were to get involved in the
lives of Waterville residents, there
would be a dramatic change in community welfare. B y becoming more
present off campus, students can
help foster essential values in the
lives of young people in Waterville
such as the importance of education
and employment.
The current relationship betweenthe College and Waterville
is virtuall y non-existent for many
in the community, with some residents never seeing a student or the
campus. "The majority of Waterville residents only know aboul
Colby students ," a former member of the Waterville town council
said. "You constantl y hear them
say to each other , 'Look at the cars
they drive!' It 's saddening."
In addition to discussing the demand for improving the College 's
relationship with Waterville , many
people at the meeting also called
for the development of Colby 's relationship with Thomas College.
"Thomas students are more similar
to Colby students than one would
think ," a Thomas art professor exp lained. "Thomas truly is an untapped resource. The kids have dynamite potential."
She and many others stated that
the Waterville community would
benefit greatl y if Colby opened itself
up to a relationship with Thomas
and worked together. "Both colleges offer uni que things " continued
the Thomas professor. "Since many
Thomas students are from the Waterville area , connecting the two
schools—maybe throug h a mixed
class that is co-taug ht by Colby and
Thomas professors—can drive the
Waterville community into a positive direction."

B Y SARAH BARRESE
Local News Editor
Giving graduating seniors yet another reason to lament leaving the
Hill , the Marketplace of Augusta has
begun construction on new stores
for numerous national retailers and
restaurants that are slated to open
later this year.
City officials claimed that the
expansion of the Marketplace and
construction of new buildings signals the end of the recent recession
and the community 's increasing
faith in the rebounding economy of
central Maine.
Currentl y under construction , a
new, 15,000-square-foot building

in the Marketp lace of Augusta will
house Chipotle Mexican Grill , Yankee Candle, Supercuts , Orange Leaf
Frozen Yogurt. Elevation Burger
and two other smaller retail shops.
Construction will likel y be completed in the fall.
Across the parking lot , three
new retailers will fill the space
created when Gap closed in January. Charming Charlie , a women s accessory store , Maurice 's,
a women's clothing store and a
third retailer that nas yet to be
determined will rep lace the former Gap.
Developers and officials speculate that the increased demand
for retailers and restaurants in the

area stems from the Maine State
House and the economy's apparent upward shift.
"There's enough [of a] volume of
people and traffic that they 're excited ," Northern Enterprises devel oper Josh Benthien said. "There are
a lot of national chains that aren't
there yet."
According to Daniel Butler, the
vice president for community integration at the National Retail Federation , national retailers observe
the demographics and economic indicators of a region before they consider expansion into it. The recent
interest in expanding into central
Maine indicates economic progress
for the area.

Restaurant Review: Shere Pujab

Great Indian food in Brunswick

BY A LEX GUCINSKI
News Staff
My recent dinner at Shere Punjab in Brunswick had been long anticipated. I'd had the thought to gc•
several months ago on a friend's recommendation, but I didn't make the:
trip until last week. The meal I had 1
was well worth the 40-minute drive
The restaurant is located neai
the end of Maine Street , Brunswick's main drag. The space i;
intimate , but not cramped , and 1
on a Thursday evening the dining ;
room was fairl y quiet , housing a
few small parties of local college
students. To get a good sense o)
what Shere Punjab had to offer, we
ordered a number of traditional
Indian dishes: roti , paneer pakor,
lamb saag and chicken biryani
Our waitress also brought out a
basket of dal papads , thin , cracker-like flatbreads made of lentil
flour. These came with a variety of
chutneys; the one made with red
pepper and onion was the favorite
at our table.
Our first appetizer, the paneer
pakor, or fried cubes of the common Indian fresh cheese, came out
steaming hot , crispy on the outside
and slightl y soft in the center. While

the dish was a textural triumph ,
the seasoning blend that had been
sprinkled on the freshly fried paneer
added little zest. The amateur culinarian in me wanted to find some
other point of criticism with the dish.
but it's just a fact
that fried cheese is
not a bad thing, and
the paneer seemingly made itself
scarce fairly quickly.
As the paneer disappeared, our second appetizer, the
roti, materialized
on the table. It , too,
was very fresh; the
warm layers of this
unleavened bread
were pulled apart
with ease, and had a
pleasant sweetness.
We had gotten quite
full by the time the
entrees came out.
The lamb saag and chicken biryani we ordered came in massive
quantities. The biryani , a traditional
rice dish containing chicken , saffron and vegetables, had a delicatel y
spicy, warm flavor, and came with
a refreshing yogurt sauce. I had or-

AromaJoe's open Kennedy Memorial Dr.

dered the saag as a sort of test. Shere
Punjab—at least ostensibly—specializes in dishes typical of the Punjab region of India, located in the
northwestern part of the country.
A Punjabi specialty,
saag is a silky gravy
made from spinach ,
onions and tomato,
and Shere Punjab's
rendition did not
disappoint.
The
sauce was rich but
| not cloying on the
palate , and went well
with the chunks of
lamb and flawlessl y
cooked basmati rice.
We were so stuffed
halfway
throug h
our entrees that we
had to politel y decline dessert. Shere
Punjab's menu is
quite expansive for
a small Indian restaurant in Maine ,
and with drinks our meal cost just
over $40—very reasonable for the
amount of food that found its way
to the table. Ultimately, I was very
pleased with my choice to finall y
try Shere Punjab. I should not have
waited so long to pay a visit.

Two Waterville students raise food and money,
make TV debut Ellen to discuss their efforts
B Y SAVANNAH J UDGE
Asst. Local News Editor
Two second grade students at
the George J. Mitchell School in
Waterville we re recentl y invited
onto "Ellen " a dail y hour-long
talk show hosted by comedian
Ellen DeGeneres.
Alice Willette and Gabbie St.
Peter, two best friends from Waterville , have received significant
media attention over the past four
months for collecting food and
money for the school food pantry at
George Mitchell in lieu of presents
on their eighth birthdays. At the end
of their appearance on the show, Ellen presented the girls with another
$20,000 in donations , bringing the
total money raised to over $40,000,
not including food donations.
The school's food pantry started
last year through the efforts of Jennifer Johnson , Cathy Ribbons and
other volunteers part of the school's
parent-teacher organization. Johnson reached out to the Good Shepherd Food-Bank , a statewide organization based in Auburn, which

now works with the school and the
Greater Waterville Area Food Bank
to stock the school's no-questionsasked food pantry.
Willette and St. Peter 's efforts to
collect
donations
of food and money
for the pantry call
attention to the
problem of hunger in Maine. According to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture , approximately 15 percent of
Maine households
are food-insecure,
which the USDA defines as lacking access at times to food
for adequate nutrition , "to maintain
"
"
an active , healthy
Maine ,
life." In
which has a population of reiug hl y
1.3 million , this statistic translates
to about 200 ,000 individuals who
do not have enough food to eat to
meet their basic nutritional needs.
The statistics for children are even

more staggering, with approximately
1 in 4 children in Maine estimated to
be food-insecure. According to the
Good Shepherd Food-Bank, food insecurity in the state has increased by
50 percent in the last
decade as a result of
the recession.
On "Ellen ," the
girls said that they
have been
best
friends for as long
as they can remember. We've been
best friends since
the day we were
born ," Willette said,
adding, "1 even
think we were best
friends when we
were in our moms '
tummy."
When Ellen asked
why they did what
they did , St. Peter said , "We were
sitting at the lunch table and that
was at the time that we decided we
were having a joint birthday party,
and we noticed that there was this
storage place where kids were go-

ing in with empty hands and they
were coming out with bags of food.
So we thoug ht, well. I think we
have a food pantry at our school.
How about we help?"
After their appear^___
ance on the show, the
girls did a follow-up
interview with Jon
James on the local radio station 92
Moose, where they
gave some background details on
their experience on
television. Willette
said that when Ellen presented them
with $20,000 in a
shopping cart, "I
was speechless." The
girls said the money
was fake because.
"They were just going to give us a little check to bring
home." joking that the check probably would have fallen through the
bottom of the shopping cart.
St. Peter added that they are now
trying to get food pantries in oth-

er schools. "It seems if there [are ]
more pantries , less peop le go hungry," she said.
"If you learn on an empty stom ach, you don 't really learn ," Willette
said. "And [students] don't act like
they have an empty
stomach 'cause they
don 't want us to, like,
know that they have
an empty stomach ,
'cause they know
that some people
do and they don 't,
so they just want to
keep it to theirselves.
[sic] And we're trying to help those
people."
The pantry has
been
renamed
"Gabbie and Alice 's
Purple Panther Pan
try." "I know it 's a tongue twister,"
Willette said. With the number of
donations the girls have gathered
so far. the Purp le Panther Pantry
looks like it a fixture at the school
for years to come.
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I Senior Art Show Exhibition Opening
I
6:00 PM - 9:00 P M I Bixler 106

I Beginner 's Yoga with Laura Meader I
112:00 PM I Alfond Athletic Center 330M

¦¦¦__ »
Krewella - Verge Concert Tour
7:00 A M - 1 1 : 0 0 P M /
Wadsworth Gymnasium
CCAK Barbeque
11:00 AM / A lf o n d Athletic Center
Annabelle Hicks ' 14 Piano Recital
5:00 PM - 8:00 PM / Lorimer Chapel I
International Coffee Hour
4:30 PM / Mary Low Coffeehouse

May 9

W. Lacrosse vs. Plymouth State
1:00 PM / Alfo nd Turf Field

B

Tuesday

Beginner 's Cross Training
with Marc Cote
6:45
AM
/
Alfond Athletic Center 122 f i
|

r™~~ 1
May 13

m

First Day of Exams
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lOKAS'S
^
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE
CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!
Dogfish Head Positive Contact 22oz
Was$11.39
Now only$5.99 + TAX ami Deposit
Geary's Winter Ale
Was$15.9*
Now only $6.99 + Tax and Deposit
Banfi Chianti ClaflSko 750 mL
Was$13.99
Now Only $8.99 + Taxand Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your
retumablesl
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 pun.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
Wc now have the latest selection of domesticand
import beers in Central Maine.

207-873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
^S
52 Ftont St., Watervule,>lE f
^

Su-do-ku!

End of Semester Fireworks
9:00 PM / Soccer Practice Field
Loudness Dance
10:00 PM - 1:00 AM / Page Commons

Catholic Mass
4:30 PM I Lorimer Chapel
SGA Story Time
8:00 PM - 10:00 PM I Page Commons I

May 11

www.wtb4sudoka.com
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What are you doing this summer?
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"Helping to make videos in New York City!"
- Cathy Zhao 16
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' "Doing work with the Environmental Studies department."
- Bn Guillory 16
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"Doing Sociology researchon campus with ProfessorArchibald!"
- HoUy Hogan 16
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"Taking classes at Columbia Uruversity!"
- Karunya Nathan16
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"No idea..."
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"Working at a law firm in Atlanta!"
-Haley Eazor 16
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From the Archives - December 12 , 1985

Student center grand opening held

Colby's new 53.5 million student center, the centerpiece or the commons
system, was officially opened with a luncheon in ihe building's "commons
room" Saturday.
The grand opening luncheon was highlighted by ihe Keynote address of C.
Shaw Smith,the long time director of Davidson (NC) College's student union,
In his address, Smith said t hat the student center should be regarded as "a
house of serendipity." Smith said that the building should never be regarded
as "just another building."

During the lunch, the crowd was entertained with selections from Colby's
acapella groups the "Colby Eights " and the "Colbyeiles." "Tuxedo Junction
also sang.
Throughout the day, entertainment , including vaudeville, folk music, and
a puppet show, kept onlookers occupied.
Those In attendance had mixed reaction to the building's architectual design
and lis color scheme.
"The new commons room is going to lend a festive atmosphere when rock

One person, however, said he agreed with the student at the infor
motion desk who answers the phone by saying, 'Ugly hu if ding in
formation desk, may I help you?'
Prior to the Keynote address, President William Cotter thanked members
of ihe student body, faculty, administration, and alumni who had contributed
time, and effort to making the building possible.
He singled out Matt Hartley and Professors Calvin MacKemlc and Henry
Gcmery for their efforts as chairmen of the student centerdesign committee,
A letter from Jeff Riley, the building's architect,was read to the luncheon
crowd of student leaden, faculty, administrators, and representatives of the
Board of Trustees and the Board of Overseers.

"The new commons room is going to lend a festive atmosphere when
rock banft arc playing," said senior Tony Stlker.
Hartley called the facility "marvelous'"
Steve Antonelii'described the student center as "physically Immormlbing
the psychological milieu of Colby College."
One person, however, said he agreed with the student at the information
desk who answers the phone by saying, "Ugly building information desk,
may I help you?"

Colby artists get things going with some CLAS
B Y M ARINA WELLS
News Staff
In preparation for the first ever
Colby Liberal Arts Symposium
(CLAS), the evening of April 30th
was a fun-filled night at the Colby
Museum of Art that featured various mediums of student work. In
years past , the celebration of acidemia has been dubbed the Colb y
Research Symposium , indicating
correctl y that it left out the arts.
As a result, "First CLAS: A Celebration of the Arts at Colby," was
a multi-faceted kickoff for all of
the college to participate in that
took place in the mos>t appropriate space to celebrate the arts: the
Colb y Museum of Art.
In Bixler and above the museum,
each section of the Art Depart ment held an open house in their
respective studio space. Throughout the night , guests were able to
see Colby's facilities for studio art ,
photography, painting, sculpture
and printmaking. Students worked
in the studios while visitors came
in and out , showing artwork that
they completed this year. This also
allowed visitors to see the new
photography and studio art spaces
above the museum for the first time.
The Theater and Dance department utilized the museum as a
unique space to perform during
the course of the night. Some students, like Brendon Leonard '16
and Christine Kashian '14, performed within the "Histories of
Now: Six Artists from Cairo™ exhibit. Their works were reflections
and responses to the video art in
the Lower Jette Gallery. Leonard

and Kashian were also included in
the students who performed in the
Shupf Wing, better known as the
galleries where Alex Katz's work is
hung. Acting 1 students performed
pieces that they prepared in class,
and others performed excerpts
from this past fall's Theater Department show Runnals X X X .
"It's a big space to fill with energy," said Jack Gobiliot '14, who performed in scenes from The Crucible
and The Serpent , which were both
featured in Runnals XXX. "You
can be bigger and do things you
couldn't necessaril y do with Strider." The Katz Wing is a spacious
area, and the department decided
to use a small stage with Alex Katz 's
ten-and-a-half foot by twenty foot
painting "West 2" as a background.
Throughout the night , various
musical groups performed in the
nearb y Given Auditorium. Aside
from the usual faces of Colby a capella, the line-up also included a
saxophone quartet, a clarinet quartet, jazz players, Colby Collegium
and a piano duo. "A lot of my teachers and friends were there who normally would not have gone," said
Jane Allen ' 15, one of the pianists.
Allen also presented work with her
fellow students from the JanPIan
Asian museum workshop, Chinese Artists in Maine. Allen said of
CLAS, "It was a really nice way to
show the aspect of my life I am truly
proud of: my passion for the arts."
Additionally, string musicians
performed in the Museum lobby,
and the African drum performance took place in the Shupf
Sculpture Court in front of the
museum among the Richard Serra
sculptures "4-5-6."

Other academic departments
utilized the museum space as well.
Visiting Professor Rachel Flynn 's
poetry class read written pieces inspired by artworks in the museum ,
leading listeners on a tour of several
galleries. "It was cool to be a part
of a big extravaganza," said Lydia
Nicholson ' 16, who read her poem
beside Maya Lin's "Disappearing
Bodies of Water."
The class wrote "Winkelsucher "
poems, named after a camera that
focuses not on what it is directed
at , but rather less obvious, side-line
elements. For example, Nicholson
wrote about the shadow cast by the

marble sculpture rather than the
object itself. Nicholson claimed
that the museum was the right
p lace to have such events, claiming
that "First CLAS" contained "art sier " subject matter in comparison to the more research-focused
presentations in Diamond and the
Alumni building the next day.
In addition to original student poetry, other students read
French poetry, Russian poetry and
excerpts from German Cabaret
Night. A classical Chinese poetry
recitation also took place in the
Upper Jette Gallery alongside the
related ancient Chinese oDiects. It

seems that since the museums expansion, classes have been taking
advantage of the artwork on display as an academic resource.
The one difficult aspect of the
night, which would also be true
of the CLAS the next day, was the
sheer amount of activities going
on at once. Because the program
was so packed with overlapping
events, there was no way f or one
to see all of the performances,
readings and open houses. However, it was an impressive showing that the great amount of
work Colby students accomplish
throughout the year.

Oak Committee gathers in Foss rave is a success
Pugh Center for human rights
Backstage Pass

B Y SARAHBQLAND
ContributingWriter
On Thurs., May 1st, the Oak Institute's Student Committee sponsored an open mic night at the
Pugh Center, where Colby students
had the opportunity to share a piece
of art that conveyed topics on social
justice and human rights.
The gathering began with a
discussion of the individual's
experience with human rights
abuses. In what ways is it appropriate for an artist to depict
another 's suffering? Do pieces of
art , such as persona poems that
convey someone else's story as if
it was his or her own , discredit
the individual's suffering? Or can
depicting someone elses trauma
be used to create awareness?
Writing and other forms of
art mean different things for different people; they can be used

to intrinsically help you understand the sufferings of others,
or to express what humans are
feeling and experiencing. This
discussion led to some new and
interesting perspectives on how
art should- be used when depicting trauma or social injustices.
After the conversation , students read several poems and
passages. Readings included
poems written by students and
works by poets and authors.
A passage by author and social
activist bell hooks concerning a
feminist perspective was read
first. The passage discussed how
sharing a common oppression
can be unifying and creates a
bond of sisterhood , but does not
equate to a universal experience
of oppression. It is a misconception to view all oppression as
equal , especially in a globally diverse world.
William Ernest Henley 's poem

"Invictus, " was another example
which conveys the struggles and
suffering that humans face, but
also alludes to how we overcome
these obstacles.
Concluding the open mic session , "Morning " by Sengdor and
vividly depicts the events of Tibetan self-immolations in 2011
in protest of the Chinese rule,
was read.
Emma Brown '16, an Oak
Committee member and coordinator of the event , explained
why art is a powerful tool for
conveying human right abuses.
"I think that through poetry and
all kind of writing, it's a different
medium...art is something that
is completely cross cultural."
Brown continued , "I think
it 's just like a reall y fresh way
to have the same conversations
with different perspectives... to
f;ive someone a snapshot of your
ife and struggle."

Last Fri., May 2, the students and style. I wanted my set to be at its
faculty of MU298 hosted "Tran- peak, at 12:00 or 12:15 a.m so thats
cendance," a rave in Foss dining when I wanted to play the most inhall. The event was the culminatense music. I focused on p lay
tion of a semesters worth oi
ng songs for a max of two
research, discussion and .
minutes to keep the crowd
learning about ritual and /
\ moving and not getting
electronic trance music, /
\ bored, keeping them on
raves and liminalitv. By U
J their toes to not have to
all accounts, the event \
^V deal with abrupt chang went off without a hitch. \
"
W^^Fes.
Megan Lasher '15, who
Weeks of p lanning x»
^P^
went into hosting "Trancen- ^J
attended "Trancendance" but
dance ," which marked the official did not take the class, remarked on
end v.f the Colby Liberal Arts how the eventdiffered from a usual
Symposium. Various students in event, saying, "I think people kind
MU298 were involved in planning of took it more as a presentation of
lighting and sound equipment, DJ music rather than just music as a
equipment, publicity, coordina- background , so it was more like a
tion with security and various going to a concert than just a typiother tasks.
cal Colby weekend social event"
DJs Felix Baldauf-Lenschen '14
The event was accompanied by
(a.k.a. FBL) and Bowen Trethe- professional lighting and sound
way T4 (a.lta. TOGS) were widely equipment, which helped to create
lauded for playing a riveting set of a transcendent space for the ravers.
trance tracks that effectively en- Trevor Shorb '14 spoke of the unity
gaged the audience. "At one point he felt with the music as he danced,
everyone was just waiting, waiting, saying, "What did I think? I didn't
waiting for this moment and you The pounding metronomic mandala
could just feel everyone just release of the bass overwhelmed my audiat once," said Associate professor of tory system, lasers of light fractured
music Steven Nuss, who taught the my field of vision, and after hours of
class and helped to plan the event.
being moved by the music, I reached
Baldauf-Lenschen said that the dance delirium. My normal bodily
musical challenge of DJing for functions were disrupted, destabi"Trancendance" differed from a lized, and I was dismembered. I was
usual Colby event: "First of all, it embodied in a liminal state where I
was a different type of music; no was not Trevor, it was not Friday and
Top-40, no rap, no pop. It was mu- I was not dancing. 1 was the music,
sic with little to no vocals."
the dance, the crowd; I was liminIn describing his set list, Baldauf- al. When the music stopped, I was
Lenschen said. "Because [Bowen zapped back to the world structured
and I] split up the sets in 45 minute by language and linear time where I
increments, I started out at a slower remembered my name, the time and
tempo of about 112-114 beats per thought, 'Who am I?"
minute (BPM), and then worked
Funding for theevent was providmy way up to 124 BPM, so that also ed by the Cultural Events Comincreases the energy in the crowd. mittee and the Music DepartSo when [Bowen] took over he ment. The success of the venue,
was able to be at 126 to 128 BPM. in addition to safe partying by
We started a bit more melodic and the students , means that there is
later got a bit more into the harder, a possibility of a second "Tranmore intense house/techno/trance cendance" in the future.

From the Archives: A tribute to Professor Boylan

Colby 's own Jennifer Finney Boylan set to kick off
2003 Visiting Writers Series on September 30
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made "She's Not There"
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book ha* hero dnityj very wen
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Student combines dance and
religion in Truah performance

Senior poetry reading

Kurtz14 bases mum
of theproductionoff of
Jewishtradition
BY EUSE OZAROWSKI
Copy Editor
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Closing her time at the College
with a blend of her academic passions—religious studies and theater and dance—Maddie Kurtz
'14 completed her
year with "Truah ,"
a dance-filled exploration of Jewish
identity.
Though
the
production
was performed in
the Strider, "the
process started in
Religious Studies,
where I researched
the work of three
leading
contemporary American
Jewish choreographers ," Kurtz said,
Although
Kurtz
immerses herself in
the world of dance,
she recognizes the
concerns that some
audience members
face when watching contemporary
or modern dance. "I made it my
goal to engage experimentall y,
while still making something that
would be provocative and relatable," she explained. Althoug h
Kurtz sometimes sees puzzled
faces when she tells people her
majors , "Truah" helped show
the relation between dance and
religion. "A lot of dance forms
emerged as a result of religious

practices," she said.
In "Truah ," Kurtz showed
that relationship in each of the
four portions that made up the
production. In the first section , based on Jewish rituals ,
dancers performed repetitive
movements from actual Jewish
practices. In the second section ,
focused on holidays , f our performers yelled out words at random thoug h , as Emma Kuehn ,
'15 exp lained , "there were a lot
of rules and structure." In the third
section , an improv
section with mostly talking, performers sat around
a table play ing 3
game. Finall y, in
the fourth section ,
the focus shifted
to Zionism , which
encompasses the
movement for the
establishment and
protection of the
Jewish state of Israel.
Althoug h
the
p r o d u c t i o n itsell
was a rewarding
end to a long term
project ,
Kurtz
said that , "the collaboration "
was
her favorite part; all those involved in the production had a
voice in its creation. There were
nine dancers and Kurtz "gave
them a lot of agency within the
work and asked for their opinions on a regular basis." For the
behind-the-scenes work, Kurtz
consulted Luke Martin ' 14 for
the original score , Brendan
Leonard '16 for costumes and

scenery and Tyler Harley 'IS for
lights. Kurtz did a lot of creative
research for the project , but a
lot of the final product evolved
in the mist of its creation. "I
loved seeing the work evolve
and come to life—the piece was
45 minutes and a month ago, I
was concerned because we onl y
had 20 minutes of material. The
creative process is exhilarating
and it is amazing how the work
grows ," she elaborated.
All of the hard work each
member of the team put in to
the production paid off. Tickets
were completel y sold out each
nig ht for the small Cellar Theater in Runnals. Kurtz discussed
the production with audience
members and consistently received positive reviews. "Truah"
is Kurtz 's first "evening—length
work" and has been a piece defining Kurtz 's "aesthetics as an
artist," she said. "The piece allowed her "to exp lore [her]
identity in a new way ." She is
extremel y proud of her work
but was quick to thank "the Department of Theater and Dance
for their support , especially my
faculty mentor . Professor Todd
Coulter ," she said.
Although "Truah" is complete , Kurtz will continue in the
same vein as she enters graduate school at Florida State University to pursue her Master 's
degree in Dance. Her creative
research for Truah helped her
"to pinpoint a research interest " that she will focus on in the
future. For now, she'll enjoy the
relaxation that comes after they
strike the stage and take a moment to breathe after the hectic
rehearsal and tech schedule .
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HOMETOWN:
Wellestey, Mass.
WHY:Theetet3ncfiTSt-yearfao9HDrTman
wasoneofitebestinttwNESCACFrank
led both theMules and the confidencein
fiKe-offpercentage (66%) and finishedthe
seasonwith 184face-offwins.Frank also
ledColby in ground ballsand was second in
the league scooping up 127 loose balls.
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DerekYoungman '15

HOMETOWN:
Cohasset, Mass.
WHY: Thecaptainledbyexamplethisyear.
rtetting33goarsandrneinung10a^srsts.He
was secondon the team in bothpoints and
goals.Youngmanleadthe teams in goals
per-gameaverage,marking nearly 3 goals
a game.
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HOMETOWN:
Valley Stream, NY
WHY: TiSeJunkxhurterledColbystarters
inwins(4) andEai7>edRunAveragtiand
wasled the team in innings prtchedwrth
432 For his successthisyear—induding
45 strikeouts m eight games—Gotdbergwas
nan»edrotteCoSIDAAt3clemicAII-Distxt1
BaseballTeam
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HOMETOWN:
Mattapan, Mass.
WHY: Re id's inaguarat season was
one to remember. At 14-0 in singles
the first-year is one of the top players in the NESCAC. Reid is currently
on pace to qualify for the Division If)
national championships in California
later this year.
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Vlad Murad '17
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HOMETOWN:
Bacau. Romania
WHY: Playing doubles with Reid '17,
Murad came through for Colby men's
tennis when it needed him the most.
Murad's season was highlighted by big
individual wins over Wesleyan, Hamilton . and Bates.

HOMETOWN:
Nyahururu, Kenya
WHY: Chelima has been impactful for
severalserBomixwforCotoy,
running
cross-countrybefore hismore recent tumsin
nctdcThefirst^earhcBibundsuccessinthe
spnr>gintr)e1^(X)-tT>eteYeventandivas
orieofs«MulesnamtKltotheAIWESCAC
team for the spring.
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Jason Buco '15
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HOMETOWN:
Methuen, Mass.
WHY: Bucoagainted the Mule offensein
his third year ontheteam.The outfielder
was first on the team in nearlyeveryhitting
category,induding runs (23), hits (34),home
runs (7),and batting average (327),Bucos
home run total was also the higliest in ihe
NESCACthis spring.
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Justin Owumi '14
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HOMETOWN:
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
WHY: Competing in the triple jump for
Colby, Owumi won the NESCAC title in
the event in his final year. The senior
earned a spot along with five of his
teammates on the Atl-NESCAC team
this season.
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second Colby player to win the award,preo»dedbyColby women's lacrosse legend Kate
4
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RrstTeam for theftrsttinie In her career-she
was on the secondteam last year.

Tess Perese7.4 "~
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Katharine EddpT^T

HOMETOWN:
Cheshire. Conn.
WHY: Eddy has had a spectacular senior

HOMETOWN:
Hallowell, ME
WHY: The sophomore was the
,
'5 m0;UO:Si uThiT in
,
r
I M A . ,leading the Mules in batting
average and hits, while ending the
season near the lop of the tea m

leaders lists in RBI.

Austin Sayre '17
'

HOMETOWN

Soren Hanson '16
HOMETOWN

Billenca, Mass.
WHY: Hanson contnbuted both on the
mound and at the plate for Colby this year.
Starting sevengames as a pitcher—with
three complete games—thesophomore
rackedup the most stnkeouts on the team
Hansons 16 hits for the team tied him with
Buco for the team batting averagelead
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Alanna Md>arxxighi6T

HOMETOWN:
Minneapolis. MN
WHY: Peresehad another great year at the

HOMETOWN:
Andover Mass.
WHY: Already a key member of the squad

whenthetramhitsomelowpointsoverthe
htonand
cc*JWC>fltieseasoaPeresefoug
putupsoiTOgoodrriatxhes.Shepicked
up individualwins over Connecticut College
andHamHton

a toughrote and outperformed all expectati°hs.Injust her secondrace inthe 3000m
steeplechase,IvkDonoughctominatedthe
fteWarKitc»okhcrneot^cifC^bysfc-j r
NESCACOdes that day.
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Lindsey Mckenna '14

HOMETOWN:
Fairfield. Conn.
WHY:Md<ennarusanwsseol73goabwlthl8
assistsfcvl9lcaree,pc^lorthettilrdstralght
yearshehKbeenramedtotheAIWESCACRm
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Aimee Polimeno '14

HOMETOWN:
North Woodstock, NH
WHY: Co-captain Polimeno was one half
of the Colby pitching workload this year,
throwing 86 innings for a team that
struggledattimes to supporther of14garr.es
her
the
fensively.Thesenlorstarted
last year
in
on
team, completing
fourofthem.

Fran Onyilagha '14

Holly Bogo '16
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HOMETOWN:
East Grand Rapids. Mi
WHY:Ftogpshowedtt*KC^womenstennis
riasaWghtfutureaftercaptalnsTessPerese
14
amh4^Atemg *«^F4^.,thethird

HOMETOWN:
Little Rock,Ark.
WHY: Amemberoflastyears4x4OTrelay
that finishedsecondat nationals.Onyilagha
impressed all seasonin the 100m and the
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le^lsogoloototomcve^theladderarrftake
rnoniofalead«nhv roler«*,spnng.
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AJI-Amencan wasnamedtheNESCAC
PerforrneroftheWeekearlyinrheseason.
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Summit,NJ
WHY: The first-year had an amazing first
year amassing a team-best 36 goals and 47
points The rookiewas ninth in the NESCAC
insconngwhere,in addition, he received
all-leaguehonorsand was named Rookie of
the Year Sayre was secondon the teamin
assists,marking 11 over the season

WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD

MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD

MEN'STENNIS
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O Smith 16

HOMETOWN
Locust Valley, NY
WHY: In hissecondseason, Smith was
named to an all-conferenceteam for the
second time. He was named to the All-NESCAC SecondTeam after making nationals.
Playing at tlw first position, he took home
11 wins this season to bnng hiscareer total
up to 23.
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Yuga Koda 16

HOMETOWN:
Tokyo, Japan
WHY: Koda,the winner of 15 games his
rookie season, made rt to the title match
of the'B'Divisionat theDivision III Mens
SquashChampionships.The sophomore
didn't drop a set on his way to the final,and
ledtwice in the title game,before finally dropping the game 3-2.

Kristen Karis'14

HOMETOWN

Southborough.Mass.
WHY" Kanss tireless work ethic has
been key to the Mules success this sea
son. The senior has helped the defense
maintain a solid 8 93 goals against average for the season Karl, has created
14 caused turnovers , while scooping up
15 groundballs this season en route lo
the national championships.

Megan Michie '15

HOMETOWN:

Rhinebeck. NY
WHY: Mlch» threw every Inning (save one)
that Polimeno d«J not Pitching 94 frames
overthecourseoftheseason.Michle
kept her ERA downto 357 despite the
heavy load. Like Polimeno,she threw four
complete games for the Mules. She also
hadSl
stnkeouts.
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Julie
Wolpow 16

HOMETOWN:
Wellesley, Mass.
WHY:ForhersophomoreseasoaWolpow
wasmoveduptothefirstspotontheteam.
Her response wasa seasonworthyof a
spot onthe All-NESCAC SecondTeam.She
battledthe best opponents had to offer
allseasonandcollectedeightwins.which
bnngs he,career total to la
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VLiz Brehman
r i "•>¦»«—-¦
15

HOMETOWN:
Berwyn.PA.
WHY: Brehman finished third in theS
r>/isiOTatuhet>visionlttWbrtiensSquash
Championships After dropping onlyone set
in the opener.Brehman hadto fight through
fivesetstogetwinsinboththequarterfinals
and the thirdplace match Her loss in the
semrSnalscamebythescoreof3-I.

Colby sports turn it around in first half of 2014
BY THOMAS A TTAL
Sports Editor
In general, Colby s athletics
have not seen much success in recent years. The first half of 2014,
however, has been a resounding
success. The year has not only
broug ht consistent victories, but
it has, perhaps more importantl y,
brought big marquee moments
for the school.
Members of various Colb y
athletic teams have expressed
the positive impact the Mule
Mob has had when attending
games. Undoubtedl y, having increased numbers (and passion
within those numbers) is a big
part of establishing an athletic
culture at a college. For that to
happen with any sort of consistency though , students need big

moments that remain in their
memories in order to get attached to the teams and the athletic image of the school. In just
the course of a few months, the
Mules have come through with
several of those moments.
On Jan 31, the men's basketball team got the ball rolling
with a monumental victory over
the two-time defending national
champions Amherst College. At
the time , the Lord Jeffs had won
31 consecutive New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) games and were
heavil y favored to continue the
streak. Led by Patrick Stewart " 16
and his game-hi gh 25 points , the
Mules pulled out the 80-75 upset.
A month later, on March 1, the
women's ice hockey team entered
the NESCAC quarterfinals as the
seventh seed and traveled to face

the second-seeded Amherst. Despite their underdog status, the
Mutes came out on top with 3-2
win behind a huge performance
from Bri Wheeler
" 14.
Fast forward 16
days, and it's the
men's tennis team's
turn to make headlines. This time, it
was in state rival
Bates College that
fell to the Mules.
Colby had managed to take just
three total points in
their previous four
matchups against
the
25th ranked
Bobcats, but this
time that number
was doubled as Colby took it 6-3.
The Mules were led by first-years

Carl Reid and Vlad Murad after
injuries sidelined senior captain
Jason Ottomano.
Not to be outdone, both Colby
lacrosse teams produced big wins. The
men's team took
down rival Bow
doin 11-7 at a time
when the Polar
Bears were ranked
18th in the country. John Grimaldi
'15 scored seven
times that day. The
women's team responded with a
season-saving win
against Middlebury
College in the NESCAC quarterfinals.
The Mules were
seeded seventh, yet they topped
the second-seeded Panthers 11-10

on the road. The win undoubtedly
allowed the Mules to gain a bid to
nationals, while a loss would have
ended their season.
These defining moments stand
out in a year that has also seen
results such as the men's squash
team qualifying for nationals.
They particularl y stand out in
contrast to Colby s recent athletic
past , right up until the schoolwide scandal that was caused by
the Administration's attempt to
shut down Colby Rugby this past
fall. Big wins like these are the
kind that start a turnaround and
buitd the culture of sport that is
necessary for sustainable athletic
success at a college. In theory,
they generate both recruits and
donations. At minimum and in
an immediate capacity, they simply are connections the teams are
creating with fans.

Women 's Rugby f a l i sto UMO in Maine state title game
BY HIB SCHENCK
StaffWriter
The women's rugby team battled
more than just their opponents
this year. Poor weather conditions pushed varsity teams inside
or restricted their outdoor times ,
forcing the clubs, rugby included ,
to horrible practice times inside
or out. Many a late night was put
in as the Mules worked to improve
in advance of their three tournaments this spring. The first tournament came the weekend after
spring break , a sevens tournament
at the University of New Hampshire (UNH), held in memorial for
Scott Milley, a former rugby player
at UNH and a member of the US
Army 's elite 10th Mountain Divi sion. Keene State College, UNH (B
squad), Norwich University B, and
Dartmouth University B made up
the remainder of Colb y s division.
The Mules were able to beat Dartmouth B by a score of 20-0, but fell
to UNH B. an experienced sevens team, by the same score, and
Keene State beat the Mules by only
two points in a tight match, 12-10.
The Mules advanced to the playoffs but had to face Norwich B,
who beat Colb y by a score of 10-5.
The tournament was the first time
that the team had ever participated
in sevens, a different sty le of rugby

than fifteens. When asked about
the tournament, captain Marianne Ferguson '14, who scored a
team-hig h three tries on the day,
had this to say: "It was definitely
a new style of play, but we spent a
lot of the preseason transitioning
to sevens. I thought we adjusted
well, and definitel y improved over
the course of the day."
After their tough day down
in New Hampshire, the women
had only one week to prepare for
their first fifteens tournament of
the season , The Beast of the East
Rugby Tournament, the largest
collegiate rugby tournament in the
world. The Mules won the Division III consolation bracket along
with the Maine State tournament
the previous year, so there was
pressure to perform well despite
the loss of some talented juniors
going abroad this year. Despite the
pressure and short time for preparation, the women hoped to perform well, capitalizing on a rapidl y
improving first-year class. On the
first day, the women played two
contests, against Franklin Pierce
University and Salve Regina University. The Mules took the pitch
early Saturday afternoon against
Franklin Pierce and dominated
the match. Colby emerged victorious by a lopsided score of 22-0.
Later, the results got even better for the Mules, as they walked

all over Salve, a newer program,
35-0 en route to the championship
bracket for Division III. On Sunday, Colby took the pitch against
Plymouth State University. The
earl y start time, combined with
the hour-p lus pregame ride to
the grounds , resulted in a slow
start for the Mules that they were
unable to overcome, losing 8-0.
While the elimination was a bitter pill to swallow the weekend's
accomplishments were not lost of
the team. "Sunday s loss was frustrating, but it was great to give our
young players experience against
teams from all over the region and
see them really step up," said Ferguson about the tournament.
The final tournament of the
season , the Maine State Championship, was held Just two weeks
after the Beast of the East. Due
to multiple scheduling conflicts
for teams within the state this
year, Colby and the University of
Maine at Orono were the onl y two
schools to send teams. The championship would be decided in a
single contest , 60 minutes for the
cup. The Mules braved the cold,
the rain , and the gargantuan opponents , but were unfortunately
unable to pull out a victory on this
day, losing to the Black Bears 7-0.
The score indicated how close, and
defensivel y dominated , the match
was. The smaller women from

Colby were able to dig in well ori
defense, but ultimatel y just did no!
have the firepower to overcome!
UMaine. Ferguson reflected or i
the tough loss, the last contest o!*
her Colby career, saying, "UMaine
surprised us with their strength
ana put us on our heels on defense. We were eventually able to
string together some good plays,
but in the end we j ust weren't able
to punch through. After the game,
multip le members of the team
were recognized as Maine State Ali
Stars for their performance in the
match. Ferguson at inside center,
along with co-captain Stephanie

Ruys de Perez '14 at flanker, fellow
seniors Courtney Mcintosh-Peters
at prop, and Mia Kennedy-Smith
at the wing, Emma Rosenfield '16
at hooker, and Olivia Lang '15 at
lock were all recognized.
This spring was one where the
women's team was in rebuilding
mode, as a combination or graduation and players abroad led to a
depleted roster, but many young
players stepped up despite inexperience. The talented rising senior
class bolstered by experienced
depth and additional talent from
the underclassmen portends a good
year for the team in 2014-2015.

TradeatOpen New EnglandChampionships
Friday,May 9th

11:00am

Westfield, Mass.

Women's Lacrosse vs. Plymouth State
Sal,May 10th

1:00 pm

Home

